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VOL. XXIII NO. 6t4 PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. 'MARCH 19,1908
NO ERRORS FOUND Representative Eugene Graves •
IN FIGURES MADE Made Hard Fight to Take Printing
BY TWO DEPUTIES Out of Hands of City Attorney.
Walter Smedley and James
Wilcox Finish County Tax
Books.
State Board of Equalization in
Session.
SOME FURTHER. STATISTIC!.
The tocapItalation of the asaesear's
books for Itt/o7 were completed by
iseepties Waiter Kniedtey and James
Ih'ilcux this morning, and was for-
warded to Frliolefort to be pastied on
by the state board of equal.aation,
cat eourt can fix the tax ruti far..
which holly most report before the
year, the total amount of prir•per y
asseesed in the aounty being 11112.10t2.-
sjti. As the reempltulatioti ehows an
et ettom, of nearly II*141.04041 last
earn liaramornt It is expeetell that
the i*at e board will not make any
changes iv Me valuation.
se . Before the recapitulation eheete
were omit to Franitfort every column
of figures; balanced and ehecited ex-
actly with the books of the awesome
not one error being found, which re-
fl.:Is greet crept( upon the deputy
1-1crke and assessor who del the work.
rtme follow.ng aro statistics taken
from the books in addition to theme
- yesterday
NO. acres land. 151.4)21). vale, $2,-
744,449,
No. city. and town lots, 611,1.60,
fakir 'With improvements,
Only Bill He Advocated Ser-
iously on Floor of House for
Benefit of Local Newspaper,
and He Lost.
him and fought Mayor Smith; so, as
lieugene Graves aptly put it. the peo-
ple oe Paducah began clamoring for
another change.
MINERS WILL NOT
ACCEPT LESS THAN
SCALE AT PRESENT
Indianapolis, March 19.-The in
ternational convention of mile Work-
ers adopted with a few exceptions the
scale committee's report. The policy
is that separate district's may adopt
wage contrecte with operators. Such
contracts shall be for one Year, the
scale providing for "not 'leas Than
present wage rates.'
liesiterkrit New Law.
Lexington, Ky., March 19.-Cov-
ernor WIU.ou signed the anti-pool-
room hill, which legalizes' betting on
race tracks diiVng reties. The lave
will be effective on and after June 12.
Mick of tblb111 is some InteiPetiag, TOWBOAT CAPTAIN
history. The authority to lot the ego-
tract for the city printing origloally
was in the hands of the mayor, but. LEAVES DRUNKEN
l'roy Woodall. then Oita-le-chief of
• bill passed conferring the authority WATCHMAN ASHOREthe News-Democrat, of Padutate bad
on the cityattorries, so -his paper
could set the contract.
That lasted for • term, when that
No. thoroughbred stallions. 2. paper loot the contract again. Then
value -$21o. lift Arthur Y. Martin was elected city boat Russell Lord, enforces total an_
No. thoroughbrad mares and colts. attorney. The News-Democrat fought atthence on his boat and will not al-la; value, 5750.
. NO. homes. mares and eons. cop- ---!== . • low anyone, who bat been drfnking,
mon stock. 72.161: value $1414,2411.
Nu. mules. 1.1h6; value. $7.t.170.
Frankfort. Ky.. March 19. Spe-
cia1.1-- Represental.ve Eugene GraVR•11
of McCracken county, lost his rabbit's
foot before he reached- Frankfot NOM-
tend his first session; for he wait on
the lowing wide of the only two things
heasnie here to do: elect J. C. W.
Beckham United States senator and
get the acity 'printing of Paducah for
the Newieleemeerat The latter pro-
ject went -ley the board the last night
of the session. It was involved in a
second class city charter dmendment;
takug the city printing awry from
the tall' attorney and placinett la the
handl; of the city clerk. ills coin-
Tuttle*. work on th5 measure was ex-
cellent. but Mr. Graves fell down ig-1
nopithieuely when he tried tu rush iti
through the house in the confusiofl!
Of the last ft's hours
Mr. ('.'raves made an impaagioned
i
appeal before the house. deelarIng that 1
De erats and Repuhlicsne in Padui-;
cab were clamoring for the change.'
Be couldn't get the bill away from'n
ttw cennmittee..
011etoln Buckingham, of the tow-
1 Oa the boat. When the Russell Lord
was engaging help to take with him
No. MI ivey, cows asol Meem,•eisse- pn a trip to White river after ties
mon sock. 8.133; value. 57..275.
No bogs, 2,939; value. $12.ftlia BECOME PRINCESS tyhesitir :at alseA'ra cihedTi bycvtinelPacatn -.•(or e?er
Value agricaltural impliments $12,-
Value safes, $5,647
hodwehold and kitchen furn-
iture. $125,4341.
Value tnauufacturing impiements
and machinery all kinds. $210,64/0.
Value watehes and clocks, $3.h54.
Vette. Manor) and muetal Inetru-
mente, $16,439.
Value mineral products, $2.1)00.
tailue coal telnetp, oil, gas and salt
wells, $11,20e1
Nntirber of males over 21 years of
are- tole.
TOBACCO SAW
As forcasted yesterday, sales of as-
eocfat.on tobacco began again today.
hot hoiptheeds being disposed of as
follows:
fig hogsheads lugs  $7 to $5.
24 hogsheads leaf  $te to $12.
The sales were made to W, B, Ken-
nedy. Oscar Hank, 26. B. Nash and
other Paduceh brokers. represeeting
different interests.
GOV. GUILD ILL
Beaton. March 19 --Governor Cur-
tis Guild. mentioued as candidate fur
the Republican nomination for viie
-
pipeident. is at death's point from
giip and rheuroatistn. The latter has
an affected heart. .
MORI SUITS FILED
TO COLLECT BACK
TAXES IttCOUNTY
Magistrate C. W. Emery. auditor's
&SW for MoCraelnen county. Is OUT
lousy bringing stilts for back lazes
and licenses. six .sults being filed yea
terday afternoon against Paducah
firms.
Fred P Watson, the piano dealer.
Is steel for a $5 wagon license and foi
failing to assess a stock of musical
initrumente In 1901 valued at
William Banks. a vegetable ped-
dler, is seed for license on four
%futons, amounting to $20 for the
%,:trit of 1906 and 1907.
The Steger Flowing Machin* com-
pany is sued for license to conduct •
..'wing machine agency and the addi-
tional license of $5 for each agent
vortreoyed. amounting In all to $30.
The Standard Oil company for II-
conga on three oil wagons at $15
each.
M. IC. Staten, of 419 Founteln are-
' for a peedlers license of 630 for
1111141 and let7.
The Coil' hotel for license of $10
1158 REINS MAY
OF ROYAL HOUSE
Milan. Marich 19 - Miss Elkins.
daughter of Senator 1011titus. who, It la
reported. will marry the Duke of Ab-
ruzzt. will be made a "royal high-
ness." in her own right, and sons
born will be metiers of the royal
house with the right of succeeslon to
the throne. King Victor, according
to Rome dianitches. Is pleased with
the match, and will give the 'ecomsle
a royal palate.
Lain and a half bushel of whisky bot-
tles *ere dumped In the river. Sev-
eral men were rejected because they
'had been drinking. A watchman
smuggled some whisky on board and
when' the boat aas-just below Jolinna
:he tame on deckand began to boas
!everybody on the boat and finally
, tried to have several of the negro tie
carriers ha I ashes from the engine
room, but they refused and a fight
followed. Three of tit negroes were
cut about the arms. Captain Buck-
heard- of the -watchman's ac-
tion and immediately landed and -put
the wilectmuu off the -boat in- the
woods.
IOWA DECLARES FOR TAFT HD TARIFF
REVISION IN HER STATB 'CONVENTION
Allison [adorned But "Staid
pattern" Have ho Say in Tar-
iff Plank in Platform. •
Des Moines, March 19.-The Re-
publican state convention yesterday
elected four delegates at large to the
national convention. Instructed them
for Taft. endorsed Senator Allison ba
a vote of 572 17-24 to 507 724, and
approved the plank of the platform
calling for a revision of the tariff at a
speelal session of congress.
The Allison people dominated the
convention from opening to clot* an&
bed things their ownsway throughout.
The Cummins people. although de
treated In the conventlou, took espe-
cial delight 'In having, as the) de.
clared, forced the stand-patters to in-
dorse the plank calling for a revision
Of the tarlf and they made it a pollee-
to frequently remind the Allison peo-
ple of the fact.
The Tatter insisted, however, that
there were as many revisionists In
their ranks as with the CrtmmIns teen
and declared that the vote in the con-
vention showed conclusively the rela-
tive popularity of the two men
throughout the state.
It was generallv expected before
the Anal session of the convention that
there would be a majority and minor-
ity report on the tariff, and the Cum-
mins men had prepared to make •
strong tight for the arlmtnistrstion of
the Ohio plank When the committee
actually settled down to work, hoS-
ever, it was evident thaht the Annum
peope were determined to endorse
the plonk themselves and the only
fight made on the report of the com-
mittee on resolations was agalnet the
eadoreemeat of Allison.
Pour %ententes the eiommittee.
Pe'
ling to the ebRorsement of the senator.but did not offer any substithte. Aside
(role the vote on this question and
one OD the report of the committee on
credentials the cenvention was uuatil-
mous and all selections for delegates
and alternetes at large were made by
acelematIon.
dile platform was read by Judge
lAcey as follows: -The recozd of our
party during more than ficty years
unexampled in -aatio,nai history, is a
large ism. of the Republican party
and the pride of all Republicans; that
we earnestly desire the continued su
premacy and expanding in favor of
this great organisation, and we itereby
renew our expression of pride in the
recent record of the party in adminis-
tratien and legIslition. eW have
faith to believe the Republican party
under the guidance of the people will
meet jus? public requirements in the
future as in the past.
"We declare unequivocally for the
Protection as a cardinal principle. ot
the Republican party, and we affirm
bus unalterkble purpose to main-
tain It. •
'reents haveirenfirmed the Mis-
(Contitued on Date limeeel
DISARMED IN TIME
LOfilsvIlle, Kr.. mafeb -(9.6-
elal.)--Clande Bratibear. Of Clover-
port, was smelted "Idle dfoak and
crazy yesterday. Ws atteratliffild to
shoot C. M. IteGlothlio. of West
Point. president of the Kestuelty and
Indiana bank. • He Was dIsierneed Jest
In time.
Grain Market.
SL A'U 4‘• MO • March 19.- Wheat, I Mid cosi 
inueti itl. temper-
INCREASE PAY OF
TEACHERS PLAN
OF SCHOOL BOARD
Will AID* Require Teachers to
Keep in Touch With Mod-
ern Methods.
Business Course Probably Ad-
ded to High School.
PLANS sNOT Ft11.1.1.' elATUREI/
According to well authenticated
tip teachers and principals of the city
schools will come II for a substantial
raise hi salaries neat year. In fact,
teachers will be given their choice be-
tween getting better salaries or giv-
ing way to more iprogretalve eppli-
cante,
Although the board has taken no
action, plans are already being con-
sidered whereby the requirements for
positions le the city schools will be
put high ~ugh, while reaeonable, to'
demand of each teacher such atten-
tion to ,the 'professional vide of teach-
ing as will gradually -raise the stand-
ard of eflIcieney In all departments.
Probably a certificate of graduation
from some Institution of higher edu-
cation or a normal etifirse and attend{
sure at teachers' institutes will be
ia-quired. It is weil known to the
teachers that Sept. J. A. Carnagey
urges attendance at institutes and ac-
quaintance with modern methods, and
thee trustees apparently are willing to
co-operate with the. head.. of the
at:hoots in getting the best work from
A thousand or more dollars may be
added to the payroll next year by in-
creases, but whether the increases
will be a fiat ,raise all around or the
Pay graduated acempling to merit, is
mit known. More•Ilian likely princi-
pals will get $5 or so a month more
and the teachers -a .sliehtly less sone
added to their monthly Income. That
would be a start, but the trustees
&Ince a desire to make a more sub-
stantial increase when they can.
Ihesinesis Coarse,
Probably next year a business
course will be auded to the High
school. Other cities have had such
tours* for years, and it has proved a
popular. one, as well as profitable to
the scholars. A. canvass of railroad
clerks in the city slowed that a large
percentage of thent got their positions
through knowledge gained in a High
school business course. The advan-
tage of It is. that while the pupils are
acquittals _k_morledga- -ef-the. specie
brancbes of the codrso the are also
acquiring a -tIForough education in
English and other branches. 'An in-
structor in typewriUng. bookkeeping
and stenography only need be added
to the faculty the first year.
ST. BERNARD COAL CO.
REENTERS RIVER TRADE
The 9C Bernard Coal company will
re-entertbe boat rusting business jest
as soon as the ripple, whfcti is now
being built. Is completed. About four
months ago the St. Bernard Coal com-
pany gave up the boat coaling bumf-
1.06S tweause of Its lability to get mini
to carry the .nal from the mines at
fit, Chalice to this city, when the
company most needed the coal. but
now the St. Bernard company has a
contract with the Illinois Central, to
runtish as man). cars daily an the con-
traet- calls for, to haul coal from the
mines to, this city. A new tipple iit
being constructed by 'the St. Bernard
Opal company at the dock on the Ten-
nessee river and boats will be coaled
as they were befere.
WIRATISEA.
Ballard elounty Farmer Visited
by Night Riders and Association
Will Take Action About Outrage.
a‘MOMIli535 
CAMPAIGN SPEECH.
Wateheagtten, March 10.-011ie
J/1111*-te speech, delivered late yen-
tetolza), will Is. circulated all tner
the rulliotry AR campaign &Lieu-
niesits.
HOUSEBREAKING
CHARGE IS HEARD
IN POLICE COURT
A peculiar situation was developed
this morning in the case against Mrs.
Hate Morgan, charged with house
breaking. She was arrested yester-
day afternoon on a warrant sworn out
by II, Hammond, who lives In a dou-
ble tenement house with Mrs. Morgan.
Monday $4 wag hid about the bowie
and in the evening $1 was miming.
Tuesday 'Mary Hammond, 14 years
old, hid the money in several pluses,
and it is said, Mrs. rillarganl questioned
the girl, where she placed the money.
The key to the front door was hid an
the side of the housl,, and ON era! wit-
nesses swore they saw Mrs Morgan
around where the key was bid, and
saw her' at the front door of die
house.' After hearing the evidence
Judge Cross 'thought a jury Mould
on and -rot-oral:Led-
Morgan for her appearance _before the
grand jury.
In Pollee Court.
The docket waa: Drunk-Jim
Wooldridge. W. J. Cody and George
Thomas, $1 and costs each. Breach
of_peace=4Wet.ley Pempleton, colored,
continued until tffinorrow; Willis.
Strickland and Frank Strickland, col-
ored, continued until tomorrow.
Housebreaking-Mrs. Kate Morgan,
held to grand jury. Malicious cut-
ting-Charles Carroll, held to answer.
ALLEGED BOOTLEGGER
Elwood Neel, deputy United States
marshal5 returned late yesterday af-
ternoon from Caseyeille, whore he ar-
rested Herman Riley\ 63 years old.
charged with bootlegging. • Riley is
accused of selling Uquor in Johnson
county in Illinois without a govern-
meet license, and he gave bond before
Airmodr Gardner, United States corn-
mieskuser7 for appearance befoeg
federal court in Danville, ill., neat
October.
SUMMER WEATHER
TURNS WINTER FOR
SPRING OPENINGS
Hew Christian, Prominent
Farmer of Oscar Neighbor-
hood, Finds Note Warning
Him.
Wickliffe, Ky., March 19. Special.)
-I-leery Christian, a prominent plant-
er of the Oscar settletnetit, this coun-
ty, and his family were awakened
about midnight by shouts and catcalls
outside his door. The family made no
noise, and when Mr. Christian's name
was called and he was ordered to the.
door, be did not respond. Presently
the crowd rode away satisfied that the
family was net at home, but Mr.
Christian heard some one say: "We
will get him yet."
This morning Mr. Christian search-
ed for -evidences of the night riders
rand pinned to a tree natir his plant
bed was a scrawling note, which read:
"You are getting too big for your
britches.' You have talked meanie
he association and we will have to
discipline you. DON'T PLANT, ANY
TOBACCO THIS YEAR." The last
words were in catatals and under-
scored.
With the note was a bundle of
imitates.
When the news reached him, J. F.
Lawrence, county chairman of the as-
Rociation, said he will call a meeting
of the association at Oscar Saturday.
Jor the purposte of adopting riamiu-
done condemneng the night riders ape
calling -upon all good citizens and &a-
men to aid In keeping down
lavrleisness. .
.•
- Nigh& itidier- Warnings.
Leitchfield. Ky... March A9. Special)
-Members of the Farmers' Co-opera-
tive Union, a new organization in this
county, are receiving warning letters
front night rklers.
Moat Not liaise Crop.
West Point, Ky.. March 19. (Spe-'
cht1)-Growers in this pet-Sion. who
had prepared to plant tobacco, found
switches and warnings in the mail
boxes this _morning. Planters decide
not to raise crop.
CHILDREN DIE
Joseph Herman Wurth, the four-
months-old on of Mr. and Mrs. W.
M. Wurth, died early this morning at
the parents' home at St. Johns. of
pneumonia. The.funeral and burial
will be held tomorrow morning at St.
Johns,
Rapp Infant.-
The infant of MT. and Mrs. John 0.
Rapp, 5.07 South Third street. died
this morning and was buried this
morning in Oak Grove cemetery.
Burns Petway.
Burns Petway. tbe 2.0-months-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Petway.
233 Hayes avenue, died yesterday af-
ternoon of pneumonia. The funeral
was held this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The burial was in Oak Grove ceme-
tery.
From sunnner heat to winter is the
promise of the weather clerk for the
nextpe2rattuhroeuwrsa.s 512'7 dteriliai,a;.sortilfghr est
-METCALF TtacnHINKS
lug is predicted for tonight. The
last three days have been as balmy
as spring, but the next three may be
as bleak as the depths of winter. Then,
too. the 'd'quinoctial storms, bringing
with them no one knows what kind
of weather, are due the latteir part of
the week, the 21st, so those hasty
folk who jumped from flannels to
summer-weights should get out the
old garb and have% ready.
The cold well of today has been a
frost for the stores with their spring
openings and the countenances of the
merchants along Broadway were 411
gloomy as the skies all day.
"While we than hay* a freezing
temperature tonight. I think it will
not kill the fruit and vegetation,"
said Weather Observer William Borne
man, today. "It won't be oedema
enough. Last March we had a warm
spell starting on the 20th and con-
tinuing twelve days, when it Was ex-
eeedingly warm. Then a cold snap
came andelested until after June 1.
Of course, I can't predict what such a
fickle thing as the weather will do.
but I don't look for • repetition of
last year's season."
Between 8 and 9 o'clock last night
the wind began blowing tether hard:
land lightning flashed seems the
'heavens frequently. The patrolmen
I say the wind became beeriest about
intenight, and after It had died down
.rato began falling heavily, The down
I pour 
isontinued about 20 mimeos. Af-
ter the rain the weather began getting
colder, and when the average Padu-
e.shan awoke he Jumped oat tip find'
Partly cloudY olel entitle' with freelo'his winter clothes. All traces of See
' Mg temperat sere . oteght. Fri. ley rain 'melee few heel illimpfeeered, 'AO, to-
dgy everyone walked briskly en the
BOAT COMPANIES
HAVE FAIR SHOW
iVashington. March 19.-Secretary
of the Navy Metcalf. a witness before
(tie comnatee investigating the charg-
es of corruption of congress hY the
Electric Boat eompaiTy. said former
Senator Thurston suggested asking
the attorney general whether or not,
the Lake boat could be purchased,, al-
though it was shown ,to be Inferior In
test. Metcalf said Representatives
Butler. Sherman, letudensiager and
Otoberts called on him and said they
thought it to the government's inter-
est to have both kinds of erubmarinett.
Metcalf said the pending bills did not
conoiel him to buy only the Electric
Boat company's boats. He said he
thought the pending naval bill gives
the lAke company enougt time -to get
In on the appropriation for MIMI-
rine.. This oontradiets one of Lit-
ley's charges'.
labor Leaders.
lAbor leaders In conference adopt-
ed a protect demanding of congrese
relief from present conditions im-
posed on organized labor by the 1111-
prerne court.
The administration bill for the re-
enlistment of negro soldiers die-
charged without honor as the result
of the Brownsville affray. was Intro-
duced todar by ileaator Warner.
, 
4. 
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HOW MAYOR SMITH
MADE HOUSE PASS
PADUCAH'S BILLS
Stayed With Them Until He
Saw Them Signed in Both
Bodies That Night.
House of Refuge and Hospital -
Now Wanted.
$150,000 REVENUE FOR CITY
Perhaps the best satisfied Individual
today in Paducah is IOW James P.
Smith, who literally fought through
the lower house of the general as-
sembly the high license and the police
bills, which were in the hands of the
committee on rules with 750 other
measures,..that other people wanted
passed just as much as Mayor Smith
and the people of Paducah wanted
these two.
The license bill will add' $150,000
revenue to the city in the four years
of Mayor Smith's term. The
bill will enable the city to save sev-
eral thousand dollars , of expense.
What the additional revenue to the _
city will mean is little appreciated
outside the city hall. While the reve-
nue has been scarcely sufficient to
Meet current expenses, and the last
general council was compelled to in-
cur a floating debt to 'repair the city
lighting plant, there are improve-
ments and repairs actually demanded. --to
Mayor Smith has undertaken tithe '
year to pay oft half the floating debt
of $40,000. His idea. as stated to-
day, leeke-eitter-wilb the county on
the two projects he outlined to Judge
Lightfoot andiehe fiscal court, a joint'
county and city house of refuge, and
cobtaglous hospital. "There are poor
people who cannot gain admittancv
to the ally host-A-GIL". he said. "frol-
fear they wiU endanger the lives of
those already them yet that ate in
need of attention. There IR no place
to tato, them, and It is a reflection on
the community that they are allowed'
to suffer.
"I believe, too, that If the people
of Paducah knew how many waifs are
being brought up amidst criminal
and loathsome surroundings, bright
little youngsters, they would be horri-
fied. I never appreciated the condi-
tionLuitt11 it was brought to my offi-
cial notice. We will save money by
building such an institution. It would
not be a competitor of the Home ot
the Friendless. It will take care of a
v'lasz-tbe Home cannot reach, and has
not capacity for."
- These, bills will become laws la
90 days. The city can nit the saloos."-
licente at $509 for the second half of
the present calendar year, which will
yield about $12.250 revenue addi-
tional to that already anticipated in
the city budget.
How Bills Weer Peened.
The high license bill was passed
Monday In the house, having already
pawed the senate, but the substitute
police bin was still pending in tits
house when the last session was
called to order. The bill, fixing the
minimum police forte at 241 and the
maximum at 75, had permed the sen-
ate. but the bill In the lottme had no
maximum and minimum and con-
tained no civil service provision.
In the night Mayor Smith gained
knowledge that the police bill was sot
on the calendar, and be went to
Chairman Kith*, of the rules commit-
tee. Klatr was temporarily in the
chair, but he said be would take the
floor and advocate the bill, It was
called the second one after that and
passed.
Then the treasure was rukned to
the senate, _but there pandemonium
was reigning. A strong coterie was
trying to erect an adjournment to
prevent the- passage of a house bill,
and it was difficult to get a hearing,
but the police bill needed senate con-
currence, and moreover, it had to be
copied.
It was necessary for City Solicitor
Campbell, who had been doing yeo-
min service in the passage of the
Measure, to split the bill among per-
- al stenographers to get the work
one, and it cost a wood many tithes
more than ordinary stenographer's
feet to hurry It up.
No one Mem listening to anybody
else In the senate, but 'Mayor Smith
swung his fist emphatically a few
times in front of the right parties and
succeeded in transmitting some of his
energy and enthusiasm to them, an
the Mil, went tfirough.. He sat up
with the legislators until 4 o'clock,, ip
the morning to see the bills signed.
Mr. F W Katterjohn, of the board
of public works, will leave tomorrow
for Jackson. Tenn., to !expect the
roads around Jackson. Cit. Itinginteer
Washington will be unable to make
the trip at preened owtag to the Melt
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Ask Him
Ask your doctor about taking
Ayer's non-alcoholk Sarsaparilla.
Trust him. Do exactly as he says.
Ayer's& rsaparillae
NON ALCOHOLIC
Lips white? Cheeks palii Blood
 thin?
Consult your doctor.
Bad skin? Weak nerves? Lo
sing flesk?
Consult your doctor.
No appetite? Poor digestion? Discou
raged?
Consult your doctor.
Free from Alcohol
. C. AYER CO., Man
utictuesig Chemists. Lowell, Mass.
, TOBLCCO NEWS 
leille; N. L.-Morels. LOsirvilele; E.. 
V 
,
Bailey, St. Louie; A. A. WaktroSni,
Rochester; G. W. Allport. St. Louis;
1. T. Rodd, Cincinnati; A. Fe Blaess.
Louisville; J. F. Massey, Nashville:
Another sale Made.
Ma)neld. Ky , March 19.-Bleven
bogeheade of association tobacco we're
sold Wednesday gy Salesman Humph-
ries to the American Snuff company
as follows: Four at $7; two at $8;
one at $8.50; one at $9: three at $10.
Hopkinsvale Tobisacco.
HopkInsville. Ky.. Maras 19.-In-
',reseed activity was shown by the lo-
cal tobacco market during the past
week. A total of 98 hogsheads were
sold at prices whicts were satisfactory
to both buyer and *eller. Of these
stales 76 hogsbesalls were sold by the
Plants' Protective association and
22 bogeheade by the American Society
of Equity. The amociatioa has sold
322 hogsbeads to date. The sales at
the association salestioom were of low
grades, Jugs and common leaf.- mid
prices ranged from $7 to $10 for lugs,
and $10.50 to $12 for leaf. This
makes a total of 322 hogsheads sold
bore to date, and the receipts amount
to 2,100 hogsheads. All of the sales
made during the week wereTutly sip
to the graded prices, while in some
instances,where the quality of the
tobacco justified, an increase over the
grade prices was secured in order to
• work up the heavy receipts of tobacco,
which coutinne
Receipts at Clarksville.
As the weather has become spring
Ilk, and the farmers' have began to
run the plow, the receipts of tobaceo
have grown lees. There bare been
mine deliveries during the week, but
not very large. The prizing houses
are not discouraged by this, as most
of the houses hove a sufficient quaot-
Sty to T111a for some time to come
The quality of tobacoo seen now
Is the warehouses is indicative of the
Aug...that the priers have not been
Ml.  All things look prosperous and
It is expected that everybody will be
satisfied with the result of last year's
tobacco growing. Very good weights.
good quality and gall prices and no
advances Insure money enough 'to run
through the season -Leaf Chronicle
HOTEL ARRIVAL'S
Pukuur-C. g Chaster. CinefuelaU;
C. B. Miller, Eddeville: J H Bucking
ham, Moldier: A .1 Elder. lusts-
C. E. Morris  , Cincinnati; J A Jester. . . ,
St. Louis: A. H. Egan. Louisville; W.
E. Peary. Chicago; P. E. Allison.
Louisville; J. D. Brothers. Chicago;
ft H: Patterson, St. Louis..
Belvedere- Thomas Woods, Jr.,
Metropolis; F. C. Hines, Chajtanooga;
C. D. Wilkinson. Saftilio;•el. LeGood.
rich, Cbteago; Herman Carle, Balti-
more; A. Shelter, Evansville; J. R.
Wilkinson, Sallee); Fred Meyer. Lou-
i
isville; S. W. Miller, Toledo; J.. A.
Anderson, St. Louis: E. W. Bares,
Evansvitle; John L. Grinter, New
York; H. Rendskopf, Vincennes; N.
B. Edmunds. Louisville; W. H. At-
kins, Chicago.
New Richmond-J. W. Webstee,
Benton! S. B. Scott, Mayfield; A. H.
Melon. Melber; C. Er Sytton. Brook-
port; H. J. Griffin, Aimee .Henry B.
Wellman, Golconda:- R. R. Barnes.
Hampton; J. Meyer. Evansville:
E. ,H. King, Birmingham; W. N. Bo-
hannon. Birmingham; J. K. Rogers,
Murray; el M. Haaspet, Benton, '
St. Nichgiao.-R. C. Barber). Nash-
ville; W. L. Dusger. Se Louis; 11.
F. Fuzee!, Fair Dealing; W. J. Ayers,
Bryan; J. C. Goodview, Mt. Vernou:
le A. James, Kirkeey: J. E. Chapman.
hrewers; John 11. Brown. Frankfort 
T. B. Helm, Benton; C. Wood. alive
J. le Dunleavy, St. Louis: Mies Mabel
Sadler, New York: Miss Mar Wee+
New York; D. Fe Mosley. Clarkeville.
FRICTION CONTINURS
&Owen' Aso Arbor fittullests and
Polio, of the City.
Ann Arbor. Mich., March"19.-.
Friction between the University of
Michigan students and the city police
has continued since Monday night's
riot. Two students were arrested last
night charged vet* stealing a cuepi-
dor from the Cook hotel.' The hotel
management 'refused Co enter a com-
e/faint against the boys for larceny,
but the student,' Were brought into.
court nevertheless charged with being
drunk and disorderly. pleaded guilty
end were fined $10 and $5.20.
Judge Reed Iteturne
Judge Reed has . returned from
Benton. where he empaneled the
special Marshall county grand jury to
investigate night riding He will not
go back to hear the report of the Jere
sat", Saturday unless he is called
there In the *negotiate.
ZATABLIBRED 1874.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
UNITED STATES DRPOSITORY.
Capital. Surplus sod Uodivided Prodlts 1400
.000 00
Sharehoklete Resposedbilky   • .: .• • .. 2A10.00
0 00
Toial Respoasibtlity to Depositors  800,00
0 00
S. R. HUGHES. President. JOS. J. rittgalilAN. Flee President.
- J. C. ITITICHBACK. (Mahler. C. E RICHARDSON, Ass
t. Cashier.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. E. ANSPACRER, S. B. HUGHES, 8. A. FOWLER. 3. L.
 MIRO.
M %' i . UTTERBACK, DR J. G. BROOKS, BRACE O
WEN.
IA I Paxton, R. Rudy, P. Porrear,
President. (bushier. Assistant Cashier
.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
•
Third told IFIroadvvsky.,
City Depository State Depository
Capital 
1100.000
Fisoplos
Stockholders liability   100
,000
OOO 6.11,.... 00,000
Toast moronity to depositors 5
250.000
Accosts of individuals a n•I drool sandier'. We appreetate
hillual ea well ;•• large defee•liforg end Mr"Wfl le 
all the some ereneseoss
ireatenret.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
SAIPITRDAY win If • ei 'it 7 r, s • ,
 • , k
STANDARD USED ...
MOB METHODS
Stones. Coal. Hot Water sad
Even 6131is in Fight
satt.t.
Witness at hearing Has a Spirited
ii ertial 4:1•rounter With (Ise
lie-frost%
PVT AN END TO COMPHEITION
Cleveland, 0., March lee-Stories
of hand-to-band fights, where Replies.
teal, hot water and guns were used
in the encounter between the inde-
pendent& and the Standard 011_ com-
pany's forces in the early days of the
oil industry, for possession of rights
of way for pipe lines were told by
• j
Lewis Emery. Jr., of Brecifoort. Pa,
who was on the witness std all da 
for the prosecution in the govern-
Meat's ouster suit against the Stand*
ard Oil company.
'Mr. Entery, who also told of the
history of the industry, said' he en-
tered the oil business in 1865.. He re-
counted the days of the struggling re-
finers before the advent of the Stand-
ard 01 company in 11473, and de.
dared that competition ceased at that
time.
Upon. cross-esaniinetion of Attor-
ney Rosenthal for the defense, the
testimony of Mr. Emery was quite
amusing at times, as the attorney and
the witness had several spirited en"
counter!' at repartee, brought out by
the wenees' admission that he had
been a petiteug. opponent of the
Standard Oil company and had, in the
past few years, testified at great
lenient upon several occasions against
the big, ompany.
Won and Lome
Mn. Emery re.ated in detail his
fight for the oil trade. both in the
United States and in Germany.
some inetaacee. lieesaid, he Won the
contest and in others met defeat.
This, he said, was particuliseey true
in Philadelphia, where be /Or a re.
Leery which he mid he was neatly
+forced to sacrifice to the Standard 00
eelimpiay.
Agalii, In Philadelphia he said, he
coadoeted a retail buslams. but in th:s
also met opposition he could not with,
stand. althoughobe spent a large sunl
of money and sold oil as low as 2%
cent*. l gal'on. He also stated that
one of hie 'pipe lines near Bradford.
Pa., was made noprofitelde owing tss
the Staaderd 011 company offering a
premium oft 10 tail's a barrer dil
crude oil.
Mr. Emery dwelt at length upset
the early -TOrmation days of the
Standaed Oil company,
Some parents content themselves
with wishine, that their heeeea
iseleave betto.
Proof is inexhaustible that
Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound carries WOISsCSI safely,
through the Change of Life.
Read the letter lltfrA. F.. Hanson,
304 E. Long St., Columbus, Ohio,
writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
"I was passing through tee Change
of Life, and Nwilered from nervous-
n. beadasebes, and other annoying
symptoms. My doctor told me that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound was rood for use, and since tak-
ing It I feel so much better. and I can
again do my own work.' I never forget
to tell my friends what Lydia K. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound did for nor
during this trying period."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years' Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetahle Compound, made
front mote and herba, has been the
standard remedy for female
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, in lisznolationtulwra-
tint; fibmid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bear-
ing-dowii feeling, hat ulency, indiges-
tion,dizZineiis or nervutus prostration.
Why don't you try It?
Mrs. Pjakham Invites all sick
women fo write her for advice.
!The has trufded thflusamis to
health. Address. I.)nn, Mass.
Dr. Stamper
DENTIST
ftatatity Balt* - ROSI405
Extracting Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty.
Flt Nt'E TO BNs,tME
ALtillrlilitAS CONVENTION.
Paris, March 19.-The Oaulois says
that the gotteremiest has resolved to
!"flounce the Aleeciraii convention
end to send • cerrimunication to the
powers demanding lhat, a new confer'
...nee be called to eon-eider the Moroc-
can question or that the question be
sent to The Hague tribunal for eet-
tlemeat. Prime Minister Clemen-
eette belleves Mat the pacific miallou
of Frasce to Morocco Is ended, and
that the time has come for France to
withdraw tier troops from Moroccan
territory or to ask the powers for eons
tonestion or new rights If they in-
ti nd to centilitre to confine the carry-
rte out of their mandate to France.
H. Must Hays Had a Rough Time.
1 7.W 
1
ALLO.. t
rtfol d
Jones no bemire' That's vietory, to
It? Tbeu I'd like to see the other tel
low. by Joie1- fillopees Ralf uulida.v.
"The mayor of Latw,hlsoti."
Tern Waters, who is app..aring this
season under the direction of Fred 0.
NizoneNdedlinger. the astute young
flieuellitr of the Nixon & gininorman
attraettooe. has the reputat kin of -bee_
ing the "somewhat d'. fit erne' Irish 
comedian,- Singutarl enough hub is
not an. Irishman at all, but a Weleh-
man. „However, he O. a thorough stu-
dent of all noses 1411ii a character im-
personator who's tithotographic ac-
carecy makes, each tyive he presence
• convincing -personality. Irishmen
are hlit_oratural Aolee, perhaps. he-
cause they give free rein to his time-
line? of 'spirits and 'offer a larger
field for the nierryequip and jest that
mark the colter character Mr. Wa-
ttles as 'Michael Ignatius Wrenn. Ito'
mayor of Laughlanti, is royally a
linable person, with .1)One of that
groteSguerness of make-up that so oft-
en dertorts rather than aceentuatt-s
effiglitaritiker of the Irlab pysiog-
nose. In other aories O'Flenti. the
Mayor of Laughland. sour title.
Pun-loving. fretebeorted and free-
handed sun of the old sod who is
ready to take a joke as well as per-
pet rate one. The story of the comedy.
"The Mayor of Laughlatide in welch
Waters appeare at the Kentocky. may
brielly told. - Oligonn dierovers
that his daughter is about to elope
it ii the son of his ardi poet:teat toe-
ney, Herman Reltuitz. JImmo. eibe
bell boy of the hotel that con-
texts's-4a preeted into the scheme and
beim the module get away in an •n-
tossoblio..• The luoiance"of the piece*
devoted to various plans to swore
0/Flynn's approval of the marriage.
He Smelly falls in a traits and Is forced
• arrenif dit.ft-at_ Thus att• miss hap-
pity, and all the oki feuds are forgot-
tea in a graird family reanioa. Net
muck of a. eke to be cure, bat 0110'-
6m:it to niaintain the liveliest kind of
istertiat and •neidentally permit the
introduction of numerous specialties
and big nrusieste trUmbers, Otto Koer-
ner, the veteran German comedian, is
aeen as Schultz. while Jimmy Abort,
hull hop, is played in Inimitabk- man-
ner by Major sper Nowak, the
twenty-eight inch comedian who has
so long been associated with Mt. Wo-
e•re. Walter V. 1111tou is peen to ad-
vantage as a peripatetic Thespian.
while Marilee Fulton looks and -singe
the part of the your* lover to perfec-
tion. Pretty little Beale Morrell is
the noubreette and May V. %%item
the stunning efra O'Flynn. Other
Other clever 'people In the east are
WSltem Burellee. Elaine D. Gilbert,
Belle Turner and Kitty Murray.
"The Red' MM..'
"The-Red Mill." fresh Nola its tri-
umphs at the Kaickerbocket theater,
New terk City, where it' held forth
for an entire ye', will be preserited
here at the Kentucky on March 23.
The nrueteal comedy. the }tent work
of Henry Blossom asid Victor Herbal.
and presented by Charles
admirable compass'. peeled the fourth
eonsiecutIve pareetes in which thew-
cicver comic opera builders have coa-
Whereto, The field of action of
"The, Red -1-471r, is laid in Holland
The first _ecene, an exterior, plum -
the red mill of the story at the edge
of the little vellum in Holland. Ilre
second :scene, an interior. gives us a
look at the horn.. of a well-to-do Burg'
onmater. All the people of the story
are Hollanders, with the exception of
two heroes who are New Yorke and
are stranded in the lowlands.
New -Hilliard Record.
Chicago, Reich 19.- -Cahin Dams-
rest, of Chleage, defeated E. W. (lard-
see, of Passim., N. J., le last night'.
metal of the National Amateur be-
lard tournament 400 to 35,--Dena'
reete overage was 57-1-7, which
breakri.all prevents amateur records
for 14.2 bil;ards Gerdner's average
was 50.
- --
TOO Welds. u, 1* a Week.
Beauty is but skis Deep
Yet you can't walk around
without your skin, so make
it beautiful by using the
HORSY Dew Toilet
Articles
•
PQR SALE BY
L. B. Ogilvie, The Racket
Store, McPberson's Drug
Store, Mrs. Carrie eirardey
SUNDAY SCHOOL
MECHANICSBURG
WILL- GIVE CON41.11T.
Eatevtaiameot 'romon-ow Night at
litroadfuotes Hall Whim Eareneat
Progress.
The Sunday sehool/of the Mechan-
icsburg Methodist church will give as
entertainment tomorrow night at
Broadhears hall. 'Nerd and Elishiseth
street* Pollowlog is the' peogrum:
-ffieloction by choir.
Piano sole by Ruby McDonald.
Recitation by Will H. Farley.
Vocal solo b 0. W. Smith.
Cornet solo by A. J. Bartiberge
mks by Jessie Farley.
Dialogue by 11. W. Smith and Riley
Jose+.
Vueal solo by Mt. Davis,
Recitation by Ruby Alle-Donald
Quartet by Professor Trioe stud
family.
Violin solo by Mies 241r Farnsiev
Dialogue by ftWey Jose., VelVin
Quark-s. Silas Howard.
Vocal polo te Mr Davis.
Reeltation by Mr theodntan.
Quartet by Prefemor Tree end
future
Crones solo by A. J. Bamberg
Dialogue be Silas Howard, Veilln
Quarles.
Selection by Choir'.
RIVER HEWS 
River *area.
nitro  4:..5 0.0 st'd
Chattanooga ... 7.9 Of, fa'
Cincinnat .34.5 0.0 stel
Everest il te  37.e 2.5 fa
Forence  ,...t 0.9 fat
Johnson...Vie  IL .-9 0.4 far
feeieville  12.11 2.6 eie
Me Carmel 21.:1 0.S
Nashville le  9 1 9 fa:
Pittsberg  20 4 7 4 rise
St Louis  15.4 0.4 fall
Mt. Vernon 40.6 OF et'd
Paducah   40.4 _0.0 Mei
River stage at 7 o'clock thls morn
ing o ad 10.4, no rise or fall sine-,
)esterday mooring. It will begin fal--
hog toilet. Rainfall last night ..ee
inches. Th.. ri%er 'Vas rough lae
night -and is mak.ng it bard sailing
ere-low leettee _
The Charkete Boeckler arrived
from -Cincinnati with a tow of coal
and win -go on to thepilisaissippi with
ben tow.
The John S. Hopkins got. In from
Evalisvilie this morning * 8 o'clock
with !Lisle trip of freight and !Oen!
11 o'cleiek on a return trip.
The Dick Foeler arrived from
Cairo last night at 5:30 o'clock with
a big trip of freight, She got away
this morning on time for Cairo
The Joe Fowler will be the FI'vans-
yille packet tomorrow.
The Nel'es Whet vale up from
Joppi last night with a tow of teem',
baritea and grit away today for kne
Tennessee after a (ow of ties.
The George Cowling was in twice
today from elettropolla and- testis times
frad A lot .of •passengen• and-big
trips of freight.
The Kentucky is due tonight front
the Tennessee. She will eo on dean
the river to unload and take on
freight, leaving on her return trip
Saturday night.
The packet. boat Royal did a good
business in her trip today from (eel-
coed* to Paducah.
The' City of Saltless will 10.14, St
Louis tonight st 5 o'clock and arrive
ill
?ISO'S CURE
Coughjoi Spells
are spmdi I 4ml...wed sad
ballet n tuyribanysitly cut•nit
by P100 I it, It v.**
nen in do "'Will of lb.'
ttorbl, and thrnugh it. mark
ad healing and onottnini
rt..soro. lb. Ott, t•td
tw• its to a natural lwaltbs
co4411i441. A4404140/ .tree
Itnen (Knit.% Of NH PM
g1.111,111.
At Otytantata. 15 Coats
Ui
If
COUGHS,CULiY
FOR SALE
Choice Michigan Brahma and Lan
slum also mixed eggs for setting
New Phone 769
SUNNY SIDE POULTRY FARM
1111 USN! ha , MIN Pia ,
TO DRESS YOUR DAIR
IN THE LATEST MODE
Try our ready-t&- wear ruff
Sets. We carry a complete
line of high grade Hair
(hods-Switches. Cornet
Braids. Bungs, Wave'',
Pompadours, Rolls, Hair
Nees, etc. Everything for
the hair dress nee sit
popular, at the lowest
priCetc it.clie•• and puffs
wade out ef your own
combings.
MRS. A. C. CLARK
Leepar,iniene at L. Ii. OI1uLe 4- co. 's
- -
litre Fettle) noht on her way- up the
Tennessee,
Joseph 11. Caseaden has resigned
his position with the vendor to ac.
cept tie position as assistant engineer
ou the Dick Fowler.
Ed Whitehouse, 27 years old, deck-
hand on the Charles Turner, fell In
the Cumberland river off the gunwale
tif A barge and Was drowned. White-
house midi. Paducili hes teeue and is
well known anittug ever men. The
Charlie Turner h. owned le Captain
John itteleie and was up the _Cum-
bellarefriver afer a tow of tits and
was at itrek "A." her tow le Mg run
e d
through the lock. when WhIlebouse
fell ovrboar 
heel; el
bridge pier at Ironton and lost twelve
pieces of her • 4341 tow. coutalning
ettiserou ire at til"%et.
K) for r• pair.. The the men who
1.potted lost reached shore It.
safety and walked into town meeting
the boat. Stie a ;II probably not corn-
piete the trip to Louistille - Courier-
JOU mai
lierist leittecases.
The Mite at Evansville ;Arid Mt. Ver.
•
I ACM, wig fail for several dos. At
Paducah and Cairo no material change
for 14 bouts.
the Teem-ease -from Florence to
below Johnsontille, all fall shoing
the next 24 hour's.
The Mississippi faint below St:
Lone to slightly abuse Cairo. will
i'rifftinue faring •Ittrina the nest 36
hours:
The Wabash, at Yit. Carmel, will
continue f,i I UK-
•
11.1,1 'ii ii?'. is VIlltiftettee
•
!thud seelents lit sit hole
Win Triassele Mete.
fit . Attt ret 19 -th.;
final results of the trianeular tele-
graphic meet between the Penneyl-
%area itehool for the Rend at Pen-
brook and the lientucir) *1'001 fete
the Mend at foulest/le with the 1111-
tiols Schuttl for the Bend at .1:keelson-
vele held Saturday. are just made
known. !Nest_ place wars won by the
incal stOool The result w. illmols
:14 Kentucky 2.9 1e : Penosylvania
21 rhere were In events.
Only- One "ilitOin0 QUIPAINIt." dist is
lealg BM.° e
311sreComa Cold la Out Dev.
The Kentucky
SATURDAY
r•..11
Hatinoo sad Night.
Th• Niaon O Zimmerman Co.
Elect for a second term
TOM WATERS 1
and his remise!), ef JO a....
The Mayor of laughland
Three month:tat, the Park Theatre,
Philadelphia. That's going some.
Pretty girls, beautiful costuassa, catch)
music car load of special menery._ _
PRICKS
Night ji, r•oc, Mc "The V. ry Laughlest 
Ever."
grime T H A Pit---EVER-1• gals 0•••• Thursday.
MONDAY
March
Pit1(111
tireheatra... .. 111.:A)
Balcony. 77.e and $1.CU
Gallery.. . 50c
Sale opens Friday 9 a. us.
-Ws Iss.- tri gleillst Be my issa is lad
Charles Dillingham••
Cempiete Predueti Si
THE RED MILL
MU a Imo Mama gmac Ip Mist Wind
Specially picked company of et), with
John Ford. as Con Kidder
Wm. R. Si war. as Kid Conner
Together .with the einem%
six* DUTCH euttourts
big testily eherue, augmented ot-
CheStra and two mists' foot carnet reCenery
and effects, the entire prodectkei as dene
one whole yeer at the knickerbocker
thsaior, New York City.
ii 
Now Ready for  Business_
NEW 
PATTON STEAM LAUNDRY
At Seventh and Adams 
rr HF new Patton Steam Launttry, with a
complete equipment of the newest and
most modern machinery, is now ready to re-
ceive your work. No detail which will add
to the quality and appearance of our work is
missing; we guarantee you
Better Work for Less Money
VFW PHONE rim
Shirts 8 Cents Collars 2 Cento
Just Give Us a Trial: That's MI We Ask
EARL PATTON
Manager
•
I
1.
• • • •
4.
..-
e
• 4
a.
•
• •
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A WOMAN's GRATITUDE.
A Mountain Wompin Writes, in Praise
of Nee bro's Herpieide.
"For several years I haye Ile.
troubled with dandruff, causing me
miteh annoyance. and my hair became
very thin. I have used Newbrces
Herpicide for a Meath and the dan
druff has entirely disappeared and my
hair is becoming much heavier that
formerly. New hair is growing where
there was none and I am very thank-
ful to you for the benefit I have re-
solved Ann Newbro's Herpicide. Very
truly your'. .
MRS. C. B. roalrecti,
No. 985 Utah Ave., Butte. Mont.
Sold, by leading druggists. Two
slam, Vic and $100. Send ine
:damps for sample to The Herpicide
Co., Detroit, Mich.- -W. W MePher-
son, Special Agent.
*Precaatiost.
Harvard freshrisee Oho attend the
annual class dinner at the American
House. Roston, in the latter part of
this month dill be under bonds to
keep the peace and to preserve the
hotel and its furnishings from tatfl=
age, The e:ass has put up $3110,
ways and means of getting the bestwhich ell be forfeited if there is any
results are discussed and views aredestruction of property in connection 
exchanged. Men of business knowwith the dinner: _last year's fresh- "that In order to meet competitionman class had to put Up $500 for the they must not get behind their neigh.
sante perpose The bond was raised hors, and they send their special mp-h): a $1 tan on each member of the resent/gives when meetings •ffeetingclass, the money to be refunded if
'there is no damage to pay for.—New
York Tribune
Redo, Is today the best known remedy
for all disorders of the stomach, such
as dyupepsia. heart burn, sour stomach
and belching or gas. Sold here by all
Druggists.
their interests are to be held. These
meethigs.eannOt fait to be a source of
inspiration to those who attend, and
this inspiration and the ideas gleaned
from the meeting must result In bet-
ter methods, and thus a higher stand-
ard of eMeiency be secured: and the
business or orgealiation be made bet-
ter 
Miss 'tinkles - Every this' The superintendent of state, countycods so
and city schools of the United States,much nowadays! I suppose I'll have
to live Wiener. have, for more than thirty years. held
Mote Sherptung- m _ an annual meeting in some city. _For
you couldn't he any plainer and live the first-fifteen ,eart; of its exietence.
Phladelphia Inquirer the deglartment of superientendents of- i 
a the National Educational association
held its annual meeting In the city of
Wash:ngton Since ISR9 the meetings
have been held to various cities of the
"tountry. For the first time since
18s9 the meeting tar February, 1908,
was set for WasitifigiOn city'. There
has been a wonderful growth In the-
attesulance est the ineetieff stare the
first time I 'Molded in Cleveland, 0..
in 11:95. Them there were some 1411
or 100. persons enrolled. At the last
meeting at Washington at least 1,500
persons were present. I am not ad-
vise/I as to the exact- number. The
newspapers reverted that the attend-
ance reached 2,000. At the reten-
tion hetti'by the preeldent on Wed- low as a man.
nesday pfternoon about 1.500 cards of
invitation to delegates were even out.
The program included three days;
.and men of national and international
‘seputatlon appeared and discussed
,matters of interest to the schools.
On Tuesday morning at the first sea-
"ton, the Hon. Joseph G. Cannon.
,peaker of the house. honored the de-
partment by delivering an address of
,eelcome. It certainly was a high
honer to have a man of Mr. Cannon's!
prominence to speak to us on educa-
tional matters'.
Mr. Cannon emphasised the neceys-
,sity of local cofnmunities paying
more ilirrally toward education. He
deprecated the idea of the state's
being expected to educate the pupils
out of a state fund. This applies par.
  ItC413:11,1-y---40---1111- lit -15-entucki:--Witit-___
our people need to learn is that if
NOTICE
Your special, attention is
called to the elegant assort
ment of new Spring and
Stammer iloods 1 now have
for oil to select from, and
now is the (line to order
that
Easter Suit
My price* are right, style,
tit and workmanship the
hest.
Remember we also dii
Dry Cleaning
M. DALTON
103 Broadway
"BEST"
Incandescent
Vapor Gas Light
their schools are to Improve as they
,shoeld, they must be supported newt
liberally by local taxation, as is the
ease in the states of tie north. Ken-
tucky must not depend upon the
fl:t.40 per capita to educaie her chil-
dren. She should. by statute, provid.
Tie Arend ea/ •Moirod Ali•••• me*. Makes sot'
Ina, an Ai own Lan it if p011airlf, bang It any- tltiat eft/tens and county 111.trtets
'store negleir•• ̂ 0 PIP". Irl̀ "  gl. ram should supplement this by taxingchime. A ants, pure garotte, powerful, aLoadp
light. 4fmr•e4 lawas.• tiod••••••••••- thrMatoffelt so that irt least $2 should
100,,Candle Power 15
Hours for Two Cents. i MU1411 STUDENTS
Itto wk-It• to /OM, /Fr) non.ko or for...p. ?••
smory• Or Sena. Arperbor to eieetrbrite or tilseadd Have Steeds Negress.
acetylene •od cheaper than kerronoe. 11•••aq
.11••=1••••••••
rf•et.d try Po me* quickly poppet°, It t.,rat
rarity ot 'natures tor in,I"or end outdoor a... • The nervous system of the multi-
hits Is the Pirsneer lecatedeecrut V•pne 44
nesse. it ids police legror• ol clan is often very *Positive and any
habit like coffee drinking may so up-
' set the nerves as to Make regular and
Lamp necessary daily practice next to hu-
gs& possible,
RAMIE(' -I 
practice from- seven to eight
hours a day and study harmony two
hours." writes *Michigan music stu-
dent. "Last September 1 was so
ourvons I could practice only a few
v. titlil A V Jewelers,
Iminetes at • time and mother said I
\ . AIRREN, i
.5,13 Ruth phones !would haste to stop my musk for a
year.
 I "This was terribly discouraging, as
I couldn't bear the thought of.losing
a whole year of study. Becoming eon.
i-Vinced that my nervousness wasseeds! s eel's! caused largebilyby 
ly spolirkeO VidT`deeitil-ng
ed I would test It for a while.
I "Mother followed- the directions
,carefully and I thought I had never
Slanted 
pitch a delicious drink. we
drank Postnm •every Morn ing Instep d
',of coffee, and by November I felt
more like myself than for years, and
was ready to resume my tousle.
I . "I now practice as usual. do my
'Undying and when my day's work is
finished I am not any more nervous
than when I began.
"I cannot too h trtil recommend
Post nut to muse lens who practice
half a to MN fatlicr is s phisictan
,and recommend. Poattim to his pa-
tints Words cannot express my ap-
preciation for this most valuable
health beverage, and experience hay
'proven its superiority over all others"
"There', a Rearm."
Name SPOS11,*x.„,/boatum en., Battle
Creek, Mich aitad '"The Road to
There arc More
"BEST" LAMPS i
use than ALL other
makes combined.
BY
SUPT. J. A. CARHAGEY MAKES REPORT
ON NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSI
!come from local taxation for every
Tells What School Men Are dollar that comes from the state.
'Even then we should be below the
Seeking te Accomplish in average raised in the nation by local
taxation far school purposes.
This Cons try. In the papers presented, I was par-
! ticularly struck by the number ot
men and women who discussed and
advocated manual training for the
echools. In fact, the whole of Tues-
day afternoon was given to a sympo-
sium on "The Place of Industries In
l'ubdc Education." The persons who
discussed and advocated—not menus)
training simply, but vocational train,
Ida, training in the elements of
trades—were James E. Russell, dean
of Teachers' college, Columbia Uni-
versity, New York; Edward C. Elliott,
professor of education In the Univer-
eity of Whiconein; James F. McElroy,
president of the Consolidated Car coin-
Prof. J. A. Carnagey, superintend
cot of the Paducah public school,,
made the following report of the Na-
tional Educational association at
Washington:
I wish to congratutate the city of
Paducah on having a school board
that is broad-minded enough to recog-
nize the value of ieeping abreast of
the beet educational 'thought of the
day, Every biomes* and prefessioasal
man realizes the Importance of com-
ing Into intimate personal conjact
with other men working along the
same lines as his own. Men in eveiy 
,Pany, Albany, N. Y.; Miss Langley
of the school of education in the Catephase of professional and business
versity of Chicago; Charles H. Morse,artaty have their meetings where ..
'Secretary of thd Massachusetts com-
mission of industrial education, and'
George H. Martin, the secretary of
the Massachusetts board of education.
These persons, without exception, ad-
vocated the training of children in the
elements of trades and vocation in
the upper grammar grades and th.,
high schools. Or to sum it up in the
words of President Roosevelt, In his
address to the department. 'To edu-
cate boys and girls toward the work-
shop and the farm, and not away
from them."
One -Muni- not help feeling that`
there is a strong tendency throughout
the nation to follow in the footsteps
of Germany. France and other conti-
nental countries in dividing the timi,
of the school day between what we
ordinarily call book subjects and
some form of handwork. I. myself,
feel that we may swing too far in
that direction in our school's. Out
people-in, the United States ate differ-
ent from those of continental Europe
where the boy -usually fol:ows the
trade or bush:less of the father and
the class distinction is so marked that
for generations the sons have followed
the same line of work as their fathers.
In free America it Is more did-
cult to decide upon the calling o.
vocation of our boys. Because. a
man Is a carpenter, there is no ter.-
tainty that the KW will be a carpen-
ter. Hence. it would he diMeult to
give boys in our vocal mat schools
the training In tfh. elements of the
trade-or vocation he expects to tot-
Come to the new
Seed Store for hest
Northern I irown
Serds 'that grow.'
Also votary sup-
plies.
NI. J. Yopp Seed Co.
124 WI Wool Street "
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I believe that skill in manual work
should be emphasized so that the boy
or girl can eaeily_adapt himself or
herself to whatever form of labor he
or she decides upon at the time school
days-are peer, and the time for taking
a place iii the active life of the world
conies,
Another topk of discussion, upon
which much stress was laid, by many
of thermost prominent superintendents,
wan that of securing and holding
teachers who are willing .to Improve
themselves after they get Into the
schools. In many places teachers se-
cure and hold !daces through the.mort
flagrant favoritism----through pull,
either of political influence or of, in-
fluence of relatives. These teachers
having once secured a place, attempt
tor hold it, whetter thergiss worthy-we-
not. Various plans are adopted in
different cities to Improve the teaching
force ft h found that KM unfair to
grade teachers In silary- simply unoil
the length of service. As many of
them make no attempt to improve
themselves, while others getting no
better salaries, are constantly reading,
studying or going to summer se-hooks
or colleges, thus the ,hetter fitting
themselves for then- wprk.
The teacher is the innerriant factor
in all school work Good buildlings
and good text-hookst are Important.
but above and beyond these things,
stands the wellin4 pared cones-14u lions
teacher. Who hs constantly striving to
Improve herself for her work, and
who has a !either motive than simply
to put in her time, draw her salary
and hold her place from year to year.
The coneensus of opinion was that
the good teaehers are worth much
more than the people are paying them,
and that the poor teacher is expene-.
lee at the lowest salary paid. It was
felt that teachers who are growing
and trying to improve thenierives by
tektite dOrk in oorresponding whoole,
by travel, by- attending 141111liner Nor-
mal schools or colleges, by systematic
reeding and study, should be paid
better salaries than those teachers
who are sootiest simply to hang on,
year after year, without taking any
Interest In preparing themselves for
better emelt.
On Wednesday afternoon, February
211th, the *superintendents met In the
east room of the House. It
was the Intention to pass in line before
the president, In order that every one
might have an opportunity to shake
hands' with hint, but on account of
the crowded conditions of the room
and the corridors, It was thought best
to change the plan, and have the pres-
ident address the assemblage In his
usual characteristic manner, the chief
executive of the nation In a short,
trUing apeeeh, paid a high tribute tO
the work of the pubite 'schools and
those in charge of them. s /4e spoke of
the importaeoci of ghillie the right
training to form good eltisens out of
the boys and girls of the schools. lie
deprecated the number of idlers, both
Hie risk gilded youths of fashion, who
besmear of their eons; are useless
lesatbre at the body twat* tb•
George Made Good.
How His Little Store Got a. Big Ad. and a. Bigger Trade.
(A Cantering Rhyme In Nine Cantos Look For the Next.)
CANTO V.
For a little store Twos a great big- AD',
And it surely -caused surprise
When folks cosine round and found that he liad-
The goods—he had told no lies.
So they bought and bought, and the cash poured in,
And George Y. Good, with a goodly grin,
Soon rented a store that was big enough
To prove that his Al). was not a bluff.
(To he continued.)
equally moless members of 'moiety.
Ift speaking aiseit essruption in high
places, the ite.skieut said: "They
.waste their time who vest me bailey
my'hind is my light against wrong
and corruption •' He said that all la-
bor is honorable, and that he -would
urge the superintendents to see to it
that their sehoots educated young
men and young women toward the
workehops and the ferrets, and not
away, from them,' Tillts he again em-
phaelised the note that wee dernthant
in the convention—that of 'Manual
Training in schools._
- In my, atsociatioo and talks with
various superintenglents. I gained
much useful inforinetion about their
plans and policies. It is this personal
contact and Ott' !aspiration that comes
from associating with men who ate
doing great things, that make these
meetings so 'valuable to othool men.
This friendly intercourse with each
litber iss like the odor of a flower that
one can perceive, yet he scarcely
knows whence it comes. The set of
papers one can read at leisure, but he
cannot feel the ma.gnetTem that comes
from perennial preeetice, unless he at-
t f•TA s III.. meeting. Boards or educa-
tion in many retied are becoming meal
hers a, a body, of the National Edu-
cational aseocintion. and thus securng
the totind whom of ill -the nseetiugs
held during the year.' This record is
thin placed in thn echoed library. so
that teachers and board members ran,
at their leisure. read the papers:.
I believe it would be a good thing
for our own honed of education to be.
come a member Of the National Erie-
rational speocietion. and Must a cure
the report of all of Its meetings, for
their own use and Me use of their
teach..rs.
The following resolution- mut
adopted by the department; The (10-
partmw.nt of euperiutenderse• meek
stew the erowine Importance and ta-
Wu-
cation. It advocates the close adjust-
ment of school duties to the demands
of life. The Mang of the eibPd fir a
life of industry As shop. farm or hione
ranks next in importance to the build-
ing of character, the cultivation o' in-
telligence, and, subordinate to these,
the training of the hand, which are
the chief alma of education. ' •
This revolution Indicates pretty
clearly the dominating thought of tbe
meetIng—educatei for efficiency. The
statesman, the business man and the
school man all agree tlipt this great
industrial age. demartda list we make
sortie provision for industrial training
trsktiIn our public school is does not
mean that we arerow aside the
old Three-R education, t it does-
titian that ntuoh of the obsolete non-
ettsentials must go, and industrial *el-
tteation given a regular.place is the
eOurs4•11 Of study for all of OUT public
schools. We shall lose nothing of
value from the old. andsgein much of
great value from the new. There itt
as muds mental training derived from
the study of the chemistry of the soil,
as there is from the study of cube
root and subjunctive mode, and vast-
ly more real valve to theeirild. In-
dustrial ethic-anon is ,not a Rd er a
theory of some school man, but it le
the demand of this great indmsirial
age.- The school men have attempted
to ignore the demands by hiding be-
hind their pedagogical creed and
the traditiona a their forefathers, but
Use demand is upon us, and it is here
to Pier. Our sebools nruet be re-
adjusted to meet this urgent demand
- Very respeetfully,
J. A. CARNAGICY, Sept.
Get DeWitt's Carbolised Whelk Hasel
Salve---it is geod for pllell. sell ID
all Druggists.
Icy
It's all right to Make genus *legs
go as far ea le, but If heal pot-
ENCANIIENT
EXPECTING VISIT 0110 INSPEIT011
OTTO BRIGHT NEXT WEEK.
No. TO Elects H. L. Jodd, P. S. Siegel
and S. J. Price 1k-legates to
Greed Lodge.
Union encampment No. 70, I. 0.
0. P., met last night and elected,
Harry L. Judd, Frank S. Siegel a
S. J. Price delegates to ette
grand encampment at Fr
May. The encampmen
Mr. Otto Bright, of port. to come
here and Inspect the encampment next
week.
the
fort In
s expecting
Mr. Mn Rtha, of Vining, Ia., says
ave been selling DeWitt's-Kidney
and Bladder Pills for about a year
and they give better satisfaction than
any pill I ever sold. I have used
them myself with fine.results. Sold by
all Druggists.
"Pay-An-VosoLeave" ("Sr
A "pay-as-you-leave car is the pro-
duct of work on the transit problem
carried on for a long time by George
Flopp, a skilled mechanic of 187 West
street, East Orange, N. J. Bopp guys
he thinks if will become the "perfect
trolley* car," and that It will prove
!)ifin;tely superior to the "pay-as-you-
/ titer" ear.
Tile car will be of the regular di-
mensions, but its scal,Ing capacity
will be larger. There is a door in ,the
middle for exit. The entrance for
etureat ied 
 by 
ois thee frontotr 
motorman 
and hefoirer 
front.
men, by the rear. The doorsop-
who t;perates a push-Detton with his
foot wh:ch slides e door open and
lets &tsar a p. The rear door
works the e way, but is cont soiled
by the shier from his post ar the
exit oor.
The middle door is the only open-
ing through which a person can leave
the ear, lid no one can pass through
'without paying' his nickel slut- oper-
ating a turnstile which works the
register. The plitTOrnis Ire"' done
away with and the tendency is to
keep the crowd nieving toward the
middle. ' 'Ilse car is convertible to
summer or winter use.—Nevi Yeek
World.
Kodol is a scientIfis preparation of
vegetable acids with natural digest-
ants and contains the same juices
found in a healthy stomach. Each
dose will digest more than 3,000
grains of good food. Sold by all
Druggists.
T .e , arty of trlf nrst is lite
le:genciary of most.of that charity
that begins at home.
NEW RESTAURANT
In Roar of Saloon at 129 S. Second Street,
Sam C Smith has equipped his new restaurant and serves everythinig
up ti d ito Meals 25e. Hot and cold tunas served at alliiitsters.
Will C .nford, Manager. Cordially invites all his frieoft"to call,
mumossenwanummoilgellinnell1111111111M gliggsmence
411•11.1...
All."11111.1"k GA Us a Share of Your
INSURANCE
MI Kiids of Iusurance
E. J. PAXTON
:Plsorita 1,388
L1LLARD SANDERS
Phone 768
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-a-Why?
First—Becalm it irons smoothly, not rough.
Seeotid—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfeotly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the -hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satiety yoarself by
sending no your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
WU MN PUBLISHING OOMPANY.
13100111.011.ATMD.
• F. IL TIMM iprieust.
s. a. PAXTON. General Masareeet.
teirel at the poetoinee at Padsealk
Oa second class mattes.
01711SCILEPT101 IltATElls
VIM Dana sma,I Carrier. per week  .16
110, per year, in advance —.One
walk per month. In anywise.. .16
/11 
WES wEIDILLY SVL
Hee year, by mall, postage paid ..111.01
Address THE SUN. Padecak Hy...
Mee. 115 Semi Third. 'Phone 1148.
!aloe & Young, Chicago and New
York, representatives.
THE RIJN ma be found at tbe
lag places;
H. D. Clements • 0116
Van Culin Bros.
Palmer House
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izbe tiabucab s„ column next November by sliding out
professional organisers among the ne-
rves to incite them against SecretaryAPTIMIIMOON AND WEEKLY.
Taft by denunciatory speeches. the re-
uit of *bleb is Imre to be More or
leas disaffection- among the colored
voters and possibly a sufficient falling
off in the Republican vote to change
the reeult in the state."
This is not the one or only offense
of certain Fairbanks leaders; the sec-
retary of state. while &militant United
States marshal under Marshal Lona,
roamed the whole territory, from bor-
der to border, in an effort, by his
Ciceronian eloquence, to array the
state' .against Mr. Taft. Now he is
blatant In his denunciation of federal
officebolders because they will not rots
low two el-federal officeholders—
Bruner and Thatcher.
Mr. Brquer Thursday night began
hie address by censuring the governor,
declaring that if he (Bruner) was
governor—imagine IC—he would
 pardon Powers in 'forty-eight hours.
Governor Willson has been governor
kfor more thanthree months, and he
has wisely refrained from pardoning
Powers.
After Mr. Bruner had made mince-
meat of the governor he turned upon
the president and denounced him for
the course he was following.
Bruner and ,Thatcher can do more
nidscliief in twenty-four hours that.
the sober-minded, intelligent, saga-
cious leaders of the Republican party
can undo in a week. There is ne
more reason for federal officers main-
taining perpetual silence than there
is for state officers. Men fit for either
position have a respect for themselves,
for their fellow-eitizens, for their as-
sociates and tor their opponents.
There is no law on either statute book
forbidding a postmaster or a collectot
or a secretary of state or an inspector
from taking the stump (dr any candi-
date, but there are certain utteranhes
that In the mouths-ST th-ra-e offices.
become the heighl of impropriety,
which is often a greater offense than
a direct violation of the letter of the
law. Stitt Speeraeli as were made in
Louisville on Thursday by Messrs.
Thatcher and Bruner are character-
istic of their anti-Taft campaign. If
their relation to the party was ther-
oughly tibown to the public they
would have no ill effect, but these
gentlemen find publicity through the
Democratic newspapers, which, to
give importance to such rambling ut-
terances. 'Impute to the Republican
party the malice of these two gentle-
men.
Neither one of them speaks for
any eonsiderable number of Republi-
cans or for any purpose, of the Re-
publican leaders. It is too nnmeh to
impute design to such speakers, but.
if there were any passible design, it
would be to alienate all independent
elements and to reduce the party to
the condition it was under the "old
line" leaders when it marched se-
renely to defeat at the polls, confident
Of reward from the federal appoint-
ing powers. When Bruner under-
takes to discipline Marshal Bullitt, to
censure the governor and to impeach
the president he is naconaciontuf the
absurd positiim he occupies..
Fortenstely the Republicans are
not following men of thin stamp. They
have more serious -work before them.
both in state and national polities.
There are numbers of Republicans
who believe that Mr. Fairbanks is .a
fit man for the present emergency,
and there are others who prefer Mr.
Hughes; bat-these gentlemen are not
striving to prevent accessiong to the
Roptrldican Deny; they are seeking to
put the party in a position under lead..
era that they believe will retain for it
the confidence of the controlling vote
which gave Kentucky to the Republi-
cans last November. Such "effort; at
eloquence" as were indulged In b)
Bruner and Thatcher Thursday night.
if approved by any considerable num-
ber of party men, will turn the state
over to the Democrats by a b:g ma-
jority.
WEDNESDAY, MAUCH 18.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
February, 1908.
1 3824 17 . 3874
I 3819 18 3670
4 3823 19 3880
6....e. ... 824 20 
1856 32 
3886
. ...
4...t... 832 21 3898
7... 39117
8-0,6-9864 24 3914
10... ....3842 25 3911
—11 .4; .. .3837 26 3916
13 • 3852 27 3924
12... ,...3871 28 3938
14......3881 29 3947
16... ...380
Toed   96.863
Average, for February, 1908 ...3875
Average TOY Fe‘brtiary, I907....3859
Increase  1.6
Personally appeared before me, this
March 2, 1908, R. D. MacMillen.
business manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of February, 1908, is true; to
the beet of his knowledge and belief.
My commission expires . January
10th, 1912.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
I.
Deily Thought.
"A man's age depends on the ideals
he still cherishes."
Judging from the speeches deliver-
ed St. Patrick's day, the Irish vote
will be about a stand off.
011ie James seems to have felt she
financial stringency more severely
eince he consulted a New York spec-
ialist.
Senators Watkins' attack on Sena-
tor Campbell was ill timed to be con-
vincing.
'The State Journal has received
frogs the Taft press bureau "An elo-,
quest table." as it is termed, which
shows that of the fourteen state! that
have held conventions, Taft had 116
Instructions to nothing for the other
cendidates. except Fairbanks. who
gets Indiana's 26 votes. The table
may be very "eloquent." as described.
but even the Fairbanks men will ad-
mit it 6 rather convincing—Ken-
turks State Journal.
OPTIMISTIC, -VIEW, -
Outrages &limiest Kentucky man-
hood and vested property rights are
deplorable, but there is a more anti-
mistie view of these night rider out-
breaks. Its very violence may serve
to. peremptorily correct a condition,
that is in part responsible for* it.
Either the at riders will absolutely
control the local civil authorities and
put the entire citizenship under duress
oi fear, or stronger men will be called
into service. Either the night riders
will dominate the state legislature to
t•ripple the arm of the executive, or
stronger characters will appear in tne
balls of the general assembly. •
, The night riders have shown that
civil officers in thowe Counties In which
they appear are contemptible, willing
to receive the emoluments:of public-
office, but disregarding their Whine
the call for erecter aid made upon the
legislators of the .state by the gover-
nor, has shown that there is scarcely
'a reel man among them. What legite
'Atkin they werioesly undertook was
designed on its face to encourage
night riding, and to our shame let It
be said, that the people could not con-
tror them, but it required the inter-
vention of the tobacco trust to kill the
„teeaeure.
Night riding isn't weirdly mercen-
ary. The misguided Individuals who
btarted. it, and some of its advocates
today regard it is as a -cause " The
Melt riders stand high in tie, HIIIP
of citizenship and honor „teeide the
dell authorities ant. the law makers.
who go on drawing tKitt pity and
playing petty pont*. and doing oath.
lag to upholdthe law and re-estabbeh
Order is the commonwealth.
Let us work to the end that we may
raise up law ,ntakets and those &worn
10 execute the law, who will he, at
least. the peers of the night riders.
-o 
FAIRBANKS CAMPAIGN IN KEN-
TUCKY.
The Louisville Poet looks on Ben
--713rnner In this wise:
The Letrineteik_Leader, In review-
ing the political situation In Ken-
*neky. sane
"The federal and Mate officeholders
who are managing the campaign for
Vice-President Falrbah.ka in Kentucky
age lieleg all n their pow et 1. (1,1%.
The &shoot trustees are right about
that bond issue. 'Hey are the peo-
ple's schools and the cost must be
borne by the people. They abould be
allowed to speak on the bond propo-
sition,
aIt is rather difficult to believe that
Harry Orchard was lying in the Moyer
and Pettibone trials, since he has
clung to h`a statement even in the
shadow of the gallows.
Some people have 'a way of 'getting
wkat they go after„and Mayor James
P. Smith is one of them, even when
It is something desirable for the peo-
ple and he has to get It from time state
legislature. The reation In hie case
Is, that he goes after things with all
his might.
IN Circuit (Vert.
E. L. Mailock lied suit in circuit
court today to recover $72 from Maw-
:wrote C, I. Knott and W. F Matlork.
The plaintiff claims that W. V Mat-
lock attached anoeey belogginit to hint
the attachment_ beteg hewed by Mag-
istrate Knott, who sustained the pro-
cess on trial of the ease. He claims
to have given notice of an appeal
'which wee taltra and the atteehment
diseharged, but that the male/Orate
paid the money over to W. Ir. Matlock
J W. Puekett nevi suit to recover
$192.12 which it Is claimed was pied
through • Misunderstanding in set-
tling a judgment of the circuit mart.
Puckett paring the amount of Reg
verdict against him twice.
Or. I.,. E. Young and A. C. Shelton
brought stet to settle the estate of
Sue Eggleston.
is King and Leta Locker, of
sa Illeraball county. were
up and staring moodily out at
the Laugbing Lass. As the night was
calm the tow, had made fair time to-
ward their port in the Hawaiian group.
The surgeon-was muttering something
which seemed to Baniett to be in a
foredgra tongue.
"Thought out any clew, doctor?"
asked the first officer.
"Petit Chet - pshaw! bone Cell-
mene! No," muttered Trendon. "Ma-
rie-Marie-I've got it: The Marie
Celeste:*
"Got what? What about her?"
Rich itt/41 spieudid aereasicro of Ityht
/pirated up into the heavens.
is without parallel. It is my Hite's-
tion to bring the schooner which we
have in tow to port it Honolulu. In
the present unsettled weather we can-
not continue to tow her, I wish two
officers to take charge. Under the cir-
cumstanees I shalf,lesue no orders.
The duty must be voluntary."
,Instantly every man, from the vet-
eran Trendon to the paymaster, volun-
teered.
"That is what I expected," said Cap-
tain Parkinson quietly. "But I ha...
still • word to ear. I make no doubt
in my own mind that the schooner has
twice been beset by the gravoit of
perils. Nothing lens would have driv-
en Mr. Edwards-from his post. All of
us who knew him will appreciate that.
Nor can I free•myself from the darkeet
forebodings as to his fate and that of
his companions. But.as to the nature
of 'the peril I am unable to make any
conjecture worthy of consideration.
Has any one a theory to offer?"
There was a dead silence.
"Mr. Barnett? Mr. Trendon? Mr.
Iveer
"Is there not possibly ROMP connec-
tion between the unexplained light
which we have twice seen and the
doable desertion of the ship?" sag-
Sleeted the first officer after a.pause.
"I have asked myself that over and
over. .Whatever the sourer 'of the
light sad however near to It the
Pelmets/ may have been she Is evident-
ly unharmed."
"Yes, sir."- said Barnett "That
mem to vitiate that explanation."
thank you, gentlemen, for the
promptroute of your offers." continntel
the captain. "In this respect you
make my duty the more difficult.
*ball accept Mr. Ives becalm. of his
familiarity with nailing craft and with
tibiae seas." Ills eyes ranged the
group.
beg your pardon, (*Main Perth).
son," eagerly put In the paymaster.
"tout I've handled a mehoonet yacht for
eerers1 years and iv appreciate the
eta lice or. -
"Very well. Mr mertutre, you shad
be the wee.mel In enninsaled."
"Thank you, sir"
"Yeti 'gentlemen will pick a rola*
"Painted out long ago See how rus-
ty it is. Sehermerhorp's work, may-
be." replied Trendon. "Secret expedi-
tion, remember."
-In the intim of wonders, why should
he do it?"
' "Secret expedition. wasn't it?"
"Uniste that's true." earn the other
tit eightfelly. "It's quite ponnible."
"a 'a lit a In w ishets to see both of settle
gentlemen in the wardroom, if you
please," came a message.
Below they found all the officers
gathered. Captain Parkinson was pee-
ing up and down 'in controlled se:
tatIon.
"Gentlemen:" he said, "we Ire fac-
ing a problem which so far as I know
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CHAPTER V. Ischoouer's cruise. Keep in company
H'EN Barnett earue On deck very and watch for signals. Report at once
early on the morning of June 7 any discovery or unusual incident.
he found Dr. Trendon already however slight"
Not so easily was a crew obtained.
Having In mind the excusable super-
stition of the men. (sprain ParkInsoe
was unwilling to compel any of them
to the duty. Awed by the mystery of
their mates' disappearance. the sailors
hung buck.• Fetidly by temptation of
extra prize money a complement_ was
made up.
At 10 o'clock of • puffy, inlet laden
morning a new 'and strong crew of
nine men boarded the Laughing Lans.
There were no farewells among the
officers. Foreboding.' weighed too"Parallel cave," said Trendon. "Re.....11„ heavy for such open expressene
ed from New York In" In the seven- All the fates of weather seemed toties. Seven weeks out was found dere- combine to part the schooner front herBet, Everything In perfect order. convoy. As before, the fog fell. onlyCaptain's Ccife's hem on the machine, to be succeeded by squally rein show.Duals all accounted for. No sign of era that cut out the vista lotto • check-struggle. Log written to within forty- erboard pattern ofilvisible sea and Iraeight hours." penetrable grayness. Before evening"What became of the crew?" - the Laughing Lass, making slow way"Wish I could tell you. Might bell) through the mists, bad beeomne reparat-to ',gravel our tangle." He shook his ed by a league of waves from thebead in sudden, unwonted passion. - saseelser. One glimpse of bey betwesei"Evidently there's something crime inlet areas the Wolverine caeght atnal in her neon'," said Barnett, frown- sunset_ Then wind mend rain descend-ing at the fusty schooner astern. -0th- ed in furious volume from Ow south-erwise tlie name wouldn't lie painted east. The cruiser immediately headed 
about, following the probable course
of bee charge, which would be beaten
ear down to leeward. It was a gloomily
mess on the warshtp. In his cabin
Captain Parkinson was frankly seasick
-a condition which nothing but the
extreme of nervous deprfaueou ever in-
duced in him.
For several hours the rain fell and
the gale bowled. Then the sky SW iftly
cleared, and with the clearing there
role a great cry of amaze from etetii
to stern of the Wolverine. for far to-
ward the western horiaon appeansi
such a orodege as the eye of no matt
aboard that ship had ever beheld.
From a belt of marvelous. glowing
gold, rich and splendid siresniers of
light spiraled up tutu the blackness of
— the heavens
In all the colors of the spectrum
theY rose nail fell - blazing orange.
silken. -wonderful. trauseirent Mute
and shimmerlig reds, Below' a broad"
band of paler hire. tisas sheet ilehtnIng
fixed te rie.••try. wavered end tippled.
All tbe auno-a. of the northland biome
sel in one . stied bet have paled away
before the splendor of that terrific ce-
teethe apparitleu. -
On board the emitter all level-n street
petrified. bound Irra st,1••turle-of speech-
less, weeder. After the fer•-•i cry si-
lence lay leaden ever the ship. It was
broken by a scream of terror from for-
ward. Tbe quarteeinimeter who had
been at the wheel none eininlerhig
down the ladder and ran along the
deck, his fingers splayed and stiffen...I
before him in the intensity of his
'mote.
"The needle: The compotes:" he
shrieked.
Barnett mu to the wheelhouse with
Tiptition at his heels. The others fol-
lowed. The needle was swaying like; a cobra's bead. And as a cobra's head
spits venom, it spat forth a thin steel
blue stream a-Ince-iiteliffe -"Men tee
swiftly it whirled that the sparks scat-
tered front it in a tiny shower. It
stopped, quivered and curved Itself
upward until it rattled like a fairy
rum upon the glass shield. Barnett
looked at Trendon.
"Volcanic?" he said.
"'Mine eyes bare seen the glory of
the coming of the Lord.'" muttered
the surgeon in his deep boss, as he
looked forth upon the streaming, ra-
diant heavens. "Its like nothing
else." ' .
In the west the splendor and the ter-
ror shot to the senitnt Barnett whirled
the wheel. The ship responded per-
fectly.
"I thought she might be bewitched.
too," he murmured.
"You may bead bee for the light.
Mr. Barnett." saki Captain Parkinmoo
calmly. He had come from his cabin,
all his mesons depression gone In the
tore of an imminent and visible dan-
ger.
Slowly the great mass of steel swung
to the unknown For an hour the un-
known guided her. .Then fell black-
ness, madden, complete. After that ra-
dbenee the dented' eye could make
out no stars, but time lookout's keen
vision discerned tvoreethIng else.
"Ship tenter" he shouted hoarsely.
"Where away?"
"Two points to leeward. near %bete
Iii. light was. air."
They turned their eyes In the direc-
tion indicated and- beheld a make*.
rolliiic VoillUIP of porple light. Sod-
denly a lierCer red snot it through.'
"There no ship afirts.".sald Trandon.
"Volcano in eruption."
'And the other?" asked the Captain.
"No volenne. sir."
"Poor. hilly Edwards tiles his bet,"
said Fermsythe In a low voice. .
"ItInitgrrutillaibrPie-11 t . 'et le: )711.'to 
collect
It," replied
Nrt one turned In that night. TVhett
the Run of June S rise it 'bowed an
-wean Imre of pn.spect except that on
the far horizon where the chart show-
Ni no land there rope a smudge of
Mel rolling smoke.- Of the schooner
there was neither sign nor trace. '
(To he continued es next issue.)
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TWO BIG SPECIALS
FOR THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
I I ERE are two big specials which are well woitli speciai trip[1
to our store. Only one will be sold to a custo er 'and no
phone orders will be accepted. .• .• 
• .*
SIX PIECE AMERICAN KITCHEN SET
This is a full size, Six piece American Kit t hen Set, the single pletate of which Wodul
cost you from 15e to 35e each; our price for the set is only 47C. The set is not a
cheaply made-up affair, but each piece is full size, has genuine rubberoid handle and is
made of highly tempered American steel. -
•
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14 Quart Granite Dish Pan, Strictl
35
Cents
First Quality, 75c Value
35
Cents
115 s, huh will cOlit you ordinarily not
Here is a strietlx first finality quart I;tatitte I i.I I
less than 7.ie. but our price for Thursday and Fritloy 4,n1. sill 35C. lees than- halt •
the usual price.
ll'e*"I'6114**fri*a•i•*"Ille•i"I sittli:%aTif;';•;:igl lit's v'  1i t.... t,t t' rii'..'lajs'1:1.1gt 'tisi
1 VOICE OF TI1E PleOPLE. •t l-. s • gime
Taft .ramtaier•oli stattl..esleer.lers:seXelisleCersel+:enemetitrolene'steleSee
1 .11 it t1.1 • •'lo the petiole for the .nt.-r',t ta1.4•11 , indow.a„ ,
,11 oil; e7ty.N'•vt-r In M.- testers '411 
' totd • ,
Oilr i11 llfeVe the people Whets thOT 
: . 'he 1.1. ' r i,, seportor..ititerest for-Padu -eh MHO% riot 4,101 „gl i, of S.•••••rel.i.‘ I alt .r•t,-an" their Yurd" hd"' ,•1 111,f1r.- timid wore rii.i•kr•
:• In lieu .e'• •':1"11 orikp e 111 '.1';• :11t7' 11it 1/" hT..1%.:".1 I n 1 t111 o 30.'". "?. tI'en leills'8"
J I. :a I 
fivr h.' gtEnilig Vr11111141 .
( " far there ha,. le•t•ti little of le+
eerie-menu irl.•••tori !filo the eon-
Meaty Thanks.
lias Ircen tantoveil.
It it Bantu and
instes•tors
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
ArreMed at Mayfield.
Ma )field, Ky.. March 19 ---Waron
Anderson, a young while 111311. 11Hr
arrested on the hill in Sealliwest
Mai field on a eharge of rehlsIng a
jewelry store at a little 'place called ago 
Fernfelt. MIL Thf. &root write made
at the instance of Edward Sehmefer,
owner of the store.
' . Min's)* sonveniGins fie- thea fast ot
i ite ite‘tdes Judie Tuft. both Vier
11 rersideut Felt-hank% and Gevereor
' Hugh.% ha... fielowere In thin tit:ernes,
i ten it is not believed that :ht. '..*,, w
i '11 wit geoenor Ili% entigetent rung' Ii
o, eta notch tigure in the rollout le
' Th. Ninth tet, rat.
•
Nicholas county Republicans. beili
"lack sod file, *went practical It of oriv
i Mini Mu) are foribc gprrkt.ily or
I war. The %lg.( IIIII.vIdtmt mud ( iteu-
!nur Moen.* hare  • rot/owlet.; et
.111il.. emelt). but they 'ev,m few As ;!
f
hefete 041. t 4,,heti... upid utiait) A inegdo:f sv,eniltilot:.
oratetkalls a unit for Judge Taft
Itrot, as far 1101 this Menet Is con_s Citizens of GarlIele are working
.s•rtes1 . stet . It may le•-tbai. no hard hard to land The Itemorratie Sin oh
light wall be -ptit up by tht ti....aberei...,..trui..,--eatigrelskteiti es)avo Mimi. "Mee cfli...
ef other eandldat.--., on ameolint of -Is expec:Issi tii heist a randelate bsioso
.1 mice Tail's apparent bail goer all Lthat convention in. the per,.ei of Ow
others. lens...v.9% fun wiltistAtuting the ,lion. ll,rurir.e F. ieatestr. For the pr. • -
r•alm that hest irreta!l• 8-1 up to this i Ide-nfeal notelitatIon. th•• wstifInsetit oft_
lime, Ilic followf re 0-f Vivo lesuident ;the iktnnerate Cl this county is total,-
Vherles iV. Faithenee are exteerted timitmotis for Col. wiiihou Jesning-
' • t. bo • -I zu • In the fir -i .
Can't Help Itereing.
Iiuu,s- lie, Ky.. March Its .-Counf)
Judge Purovar was somewhat mur-
1,rlsed this morning try the unexpected
appoaramiesof Jane•n Spalding, at
young farmer of this county, In the
court room with W'request that be be
lpeltet,up to prevent him front doing
any harm. The young men rode le
from the country early, and going to
Judge Puryenes office before court
time, told him he Mid for the part (es
mornings arisen with the detere to lit I
his wife and two .children with an as
lie said he feared that he would
*ally give way to this emotion, on.,
he acknowledged he had bnrned ilow ti
severel large barns, and in addition
hail destroyed a smell sears he had
once owned. When the desert, to arm
dor or to burn came upon him, hi,
deelared It was almost Inspenolble for
him to reelat mei he (verse, he weala
Ii.
CRYSTAL THEATRE
NEM= 1111111SHI
Presenting Superb Vaude-
vill e All This We_eli
ZEALLII 4 DEAMANN—Pantomime Comedians
ROBY BURGESS---Black Face Comedian
YOUNGER 4 DORIN---Hand Balancing
AIMEE- Surpentine Dance
ROY ROGERS—Phenomenal Tenor
WRDNP24D11", MARCH irt. THE PADUCAH EVEN 1/Sui. SUN Niel MU
Ideal Meat Market
SPECIALS FOR. FRIDAY
FISd FISH
Red Snapper, lb. 150
Mat. Mackerel, lb._ ... 25C
Smelts, lb.- 15C
Large Croppies, 20C
Small Croppies, lb._  150
Black Bass, lb....---  20C
Shrimp, qt.- -.... 40C
Fresh Oysters, qt 45C
Kunquats, box 40C
Grape Fruits, doz..- -S1
Lemons, doz. --. _ 12C
Apples. peek 40C
New Potatoes, 2 20C
VEGETABLES
New Beata, qt. - 20C
Cucumbers " 20C
New Tomatoes, basket. 65C
Strawberries, box  25C
Extra Fancy Celery; per
stalk ---. 20C
Bananas, doz. _ -.. 12C
Omegikr lour  85C
Bell Pepper, don____ 30C
Squash _  5c
Large Head Lettuce
horse Radish, stalk_. 10C
Olives cheaper than ever.
SMOKED FISH
8inoked Salmon, pound ____ _20C
Smoked Herring, pound -
Smoked White Firth, pound 
Smoked Bloaters, pound 
15c
 _20C
.................15c
LOOK FOR. OUR SATURDAY'S AD
THE LOCAL NEWS
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forma for rest mist* agent* for
sale at this ofilce.
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has left the
eity for a few mouths. and I have sc-
'quIred an interest in his lowiticae and
shall look after It for him.. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch. of It will receive pronipt at-
tention If you will call up The\lilua
°Moe. Both phones 348. la J. Pis-,
tea.
--Dr. Warner. veterinarian. Treat-
ment of domestic samals7 Both
phones 131.
--We can give you the meat cq
• • • tinges in the trity for wedding. ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low-
er than those charged for like service
In any city in America. Our service
is record to nose, and the best lm this
city. Palmer Tranefer Company.
-Carriage work of all kiedis
Paint.ng, repairing rubber tires, etc.
spring wagons made to order. We
are offeeng speeial inducements for
early orders. Sexton_ Sign Works.
Peons. 4stl.
e For house numbers, door plates
braes etenels, brews and alumni/inn
cheeks of all kinds, rubber type 'emit.,
ntarkers. See The Diamond Stamp
Werke. 115 South Third. Phone
• If you want a Mee lawn sow
Brunsod's Fawn grasp seed. - Fioe-er
wieil that grow. Brunson's Flower
Shop. 529 Broadway.
-City subscribers to the Daily
• um who wish the delivery of their
Miners stopped must notify oue col-
lectors or make the' requests direct
to The Sun omen. No attention will
I• be paid to suit orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publist;ng Co..
lee--Perrerrtatitsee sad
rator. • Winatt'S furnished, prices ree-
1 eiuneet.:. Old phone 1e56. Shim anri
reeilence etiC Clark
-Plate your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun is
showing as great an assortment ae
you will Ond anywhere. at pricy-a
moot lower than you will have to
pay elsewher.,
For wall paper of all kinds.
teen the 4 11.141.1Vt to the hest. NSW
eeie & ituheogh. 32! Kentucky
avenue. Both phone,.
Cameras. Cameras, Cameras. and
kodak supplies of all kinds at it. D.
Clements & Co.
evton. a linenian ems 
plo)ed hy the East Tennessee Tele-
phone 'company. fell front a pole while
at work in Arcadia and his left leg
was broken at the hip.
- II. W. Mockbee, 01 the Jacksoe
foitedry,a ho was recently keeled by
• piiiie of machinery falling on him.
is al. e -t,, walk around with lite aid
of crutches. les right leg which was
bruised. Is healing.
e The Allte swirly of the First
Baptist will not ment Friday
r
fternoenon account _uf the week Of
prayer.
. RpDY'S OPENING
TODAY WAS AN UNleiltALLELED
- Ste IIESS ft EVERY DET.111.. I
Noon etteaandhor lableineet_ Weethee
Sjnri Wae. Thronged ,te ptay-vota..
tingles Tonight nad Toniorrow.
The 4:bibelot] of new spring. at) lea
at J A Rudy a Sons' today Merited
and epoch in the retail merchandhang
titusitiees of Peduesh. There was Marc
than ever graced an imperial learnt*
in the palmieet days of Rome. Note
tu qualie. more in variety, Infinitely
untie. in quality.
The city of the seven bills swept
ihi' ends of the earth with-her con-
IIII*4-Ing hosts. subduing all people and
arc,i1ng their triesures for her own
enrichment. The richest fabrics from
it', none.opf,. Egypt and India, neat
Gene Terelsitil--eitienter manse-
runiehip In silver and gad front
the most esquisfte ifs earth
euoild !some, swells the flood of riches
that lapirie +(lured umeasiagly Into
her t..•ffvrz,. But no such wares as
at re show n at this Broadway env-
ie)! um today were there. They were
not in the Weir:A those da!e.•
The Silk Department.
Take the silk department; there
elite tobee of net embroidery, with
'lied el-might eiumbination coats. rich
garments of lace over satin mouse-
line euundations. novelty side-band
radium patterns that glinted in the
'teethed light of "-the rooms in vete
similitude of the uncanny mete,
whence it elm mi• was derived.
Pengees! Pongees! Pongees! until
inn can't rest. They -showed the Rajah
tamer's_ in delicate. cream, rough
rnlIkPeS, Pongees never before shown
in this market, and made in fact for
this perticular ffrm.
The Wer(74rarla.1 Satin Pr/Wards ex-
pivilleiy dainty. There were new
eitIn stripes In tinte cream and dell-
ale blue and unnamable shades the.
left the onlooker bewildered with
their soft, shiny beauty.
Sails awl Ieistiones.
01 the seeoud neer were the suits.
iind costumes. The.. were in die-
earlier* and distinctively new styles.
1.1% of the most striking models was
a ehempsign Chiffon Taffeta rows
with habit skirt with bias bands piped
'n baby • blue. Waist with yoke of
Fillet lace and Mandarin sleeves, a
o'opy of a Paris model by Beer.
Another street gown which attract-
ed ronsedereble attention was a any-
.:Ity 'Ilk hi white and brewn. under-
SPRING CLEANING
;11K
INSECT POWDER
-
In the mind of the scrupu-
lous housewife, spring Henn-
ing and bug exterminators are
indissolubly linked - a n d
rightly so. Bug extermina-
tors, insect powders and moth
balls are as necessary to house
cleaning as soap and water
and we have tht; best line of
them that can be bought. We
handle the Diamond Brad of
pure Delmatinn Insect Powder
put up in convenient sued
packages
5c to 25c
A PACKAGE
-
GILBERT'S
DRU6 STORE
41b & Broad% ay kth ?Wien
MONEY SAVED
and energy necunnulated
by breakfasting on
Grape-Nuts
and cream
"There's a Reason."
"Resit "The Road to Wells
ville," In Pkgs.
- f
lined in pin stripes of black. trimmett
in brown with baby Irish yoke. The
aseortment or waists and lingerie was
unusuelly fine.
1 Otte exquisite creation was a beauti-
ful lingerie waist trimmed in bands of
Baby 'sigh lace with tagoted yoke,
sleeves cut full and trimmed with
Val lace bands.
,The lingerie* were wonderful in
thee- vallety and dainty prettiness.
°neuters were full of exquisite needle
work, shelven filled with it, racks
hung with it; every model knowq to
the season was on exhibition. It was
a show iu !twee
Wsuila Goode.
No department showed to a better
advantage. than that where the vari-
ous styles of wash goods were on dis-
play, soft as the finest silk, dainty as
gaunt.. exquisite In coloring, with all
the shades and the tones that brides
and yourri girls delight in. There
could be nothing 'much more attrac-
tive conceived.
There were. French embroideries,
tissues, exquisite as Imported
There were Parts Mulls, sheer Madras,
waist material, rich and dainty enough
for the robing of a (wen.
lAtien and Linenlialmbroidery.
Orly turned to behold the counters
and shelves of the embroidery depart.
ne.nt overflowing with patterns as in
tricate and dainty as those our old
friend. Jack Frost, used to trace over
night on our window panes. The pat-
terns seemed to be infinite in range.
There were slight stripes, just wide
enough to seweon to something else;
there were intricate tissues that fairly
roesiatted with the throng of feminin-
ity surging past; there were wide
bands of it. deep and massive pat-
terns. Only a wonean.cottld say wh
they were used fae, but they were un-
(tenably pretty. • Nearly all of these
were imported by the firm from St.
thel. Seitzeuiend.
The line of Parasols was_in keep-
ing with the rest of the display. De-
signers seemed to have reached the
tie plus ultra in this claw of spring
ftwels. and Rudy 's. as usual, have-
protured the best there is to be had
for their trade.
Hosiery.
The hosiery display was never
equaled in the( cit. Every conceiva-
ble eolor and shade was shown, the
beautiful gauze like silks a shade or
tint for every gown, bfacka and
colors in plain and in embroidered
patterns. to suit every fancy. The
display r.ould not have been more
complete. _
Carpets and Ilesperien.
The carpets and draperies were on
the third floor. Caesar and Nero core
shirred themselves long on this sort
of property, tout it is to be seriously
questioned whether the stock of car-
pet, displayed by Rudy's would have
made the liddle-playlng Monarch take
a second seat in the orchestra. The
best weaves of the looms of England
and America. the richest patterns of
Persia and India, and Rugs! Rugs:
Rums! from all over the world. There
were rich Madras draperies and lace
draperies and muslin draperies; they
were in daipty patterns and In bolt
conventional figures. They were In
tints and shades and combinations,
until it ilt safe to assert that any one
who wanted draperies could have
himself suited in this wonderful col-
lection.
Millinery.
In tuinjunctIon with thla openingt
Mrs. Girardey also had her display of
millinery..
- if theresels any one thing that is
harder for ateaverage man to describe
than Taffies- nele-itt -would fie-bard to
fine: From the exclamations of ad-
miration heard, kw:ever, It would he
Nate to say that Ma\ 'throng of callers
in this department were delighted
with them.
it is especially noticeable that the
prevailing mode of trimming runs
largely to flowers. They are a joy to
the feminine heart to behold, flowers
of all conceivable shades so dexter?
couely blended into bite most charming
creations. There were large shape,
and small shapes, high crowns end
tow crowns,. one shape with a very
wide brim and low crown, knowe as
the "Merry Widow." being estiecialio
attractive. The display of moderately
priced hats known as (lege. hats, was
unusually- large and called for espe-
cial attenTirn.
The magnificence of the exhibition:"
was appreciated well by .the public.
The building had been artletleally
decorated with ferns, palms and trail-
ing vines, and thousands ot carnations
were given away to vialtors as soiree
firs. ft was a day of triumph fot
J. A. Rudy & Sons and a day of
plea/wee for all who were fortunate
enough to take advantage of this tin-
equaled display.
_Pleasant Social Orraidose.
Mrs. Ross Kettler entertained the
ladles of Manchester Grove No. 29.
Wisodnten Cireter,-TWedneettsy after-
noon at her home. 23.0 Farley place.
It was a delightful social rex-anion.
The  feature of pleasure Was heap cop-
h-gt. Mrs. Pearl Reser captured the
nrst prise and Mrs. Margaret Surges
the tiontiointion prlie. After the eon-
teet a pretty luncheon was' served
with covers laid tor 21. Thom present
were eleedairnes A. L. Iseman, Mary
Houser, Nova JOrdan, Pearl Rosen,
Mary Witiong, Daisy Neighhora, Mary
Wartmen, Margaret Durgin. Martha
Reaves, Oardie efeWhirter. Sarnanthe
,Cleric. fella Reath, Kyle: Mire
Gertie Settler, Mete Dimmer, Mrs. J
0. Homier, Mies Settler, Mrs. Pool,
Misses Minnie Murray. of Evergreen
Grove. Mamie Murray. and Daisy De.
loneh, of Memphis, Tenn.
--
Mt Porter 111 h1te. a preasalent
ittabe'r dealer of Hazel, w o.
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
elarried Vesterilde.
Miss Leta Locker awl Mr. Chris
King, of Birmingham, tete married
yesterday efterneon at 4 o'clock at
the St. Nicholas hotel by the Rev. M.
E. Dodd, pastor of .the First Baptist
church. The ceremony was a (fillet
one, and was witneesed only by the
close friends of the couple. The
bride is a popular young woman of
leirmingtam, but has often visited in
the city, where the is knowil. Mrs.
Mlle Barnett and Mine S. Warfield.
of Farley place, are aunts of the
bride. Mr. King is a sterling young
business .man. and Is connected with
a general merchandise store at Birm-
ingham. Mr. and Mrs. Kiel; went last
night to Birmingham, where they will
reside.
Afternoon Tea for (Iverch Stociety.
Circle No. 2 of the Ra1114,..> aneiety
of the Broadway Methociet church.,
received the remaining thin '-'-ii ceeles
of this society yesterday afternoon
front 4 to 6 o'clock at the home of
Mrs. Frank Smith, 54,3 North Fourth
street. It was a pleasantly informal
Afternoon Tea and the parlors were
filled with guests. Light refresh-
mente were served and polite aerate
tiVe 111.11tie was featured.
- e
lronuues (lob Meets This .tfternoon.
The Woman's club met this after-
noon at 2:340 o'clock at the ciub house
in regular fortnightly seiwion
At 4 o'clock an open meeting un-
der the Civics department will be held.
It is a children's meeting and an at-
. literirry. and meek-al program
Is outlined for it, bearing in a practi-
cal *ay on errlighting the children in
civie work.
Howells Morning at Woman's Club.
The Literary department of the We-
lean's club will meet on Friday morn-
ing at lo o'clock at the club building.
A William Dean Howells program 
Wel
be presented al follows:
b. -Life an Friends.--Mrs. Mus-e_
coe Burnett.
2. Novels-Mrs Ant Sutherland
3. As Critic-Miss Helen Bullkt
Lowry.
Kaleophic Club.
Kaloeophic club Will meet orv
Friday at lo a. m. at the Wrimana
chtb house. The program is:
1. Guido fent and Its Works-
Miss Bell-t' Cave. - .
3. Beatrke i'enci- Reading from
the Marble Faun-elides. David 31.
Flournoy.
3. Works of Santini and Canova
-Awe Blanche Hies.
4. e Current levents--eliss LUbe
*tea Winstead.
Card Party.
Stift Fannie Rammage, of Southi
Eleventh street entertained a tow
friends Wednesday evening with a
card party and music and refresh-
ments. Those present were: Miss
Julia Lee and ,Mr. Nieman. Miss Clara
Lee and Mr. W. A. Gamer and Mr.
Arthur Ilourland. It was an enjoy-
able effair.
city.
city.
of Martin, Tenn., Will return home to-
morrow- after Visiting friends in the
is in the city-On a visit.
the rime of friends in the
m.RoubeurtousmiutM oos and laugh ter .
efest. Mary Kelly. of Mound City,
is
Dr. Eldridge Davis. of Earlington.
eiuMed
from a business trip to Mitieoeri and
Colorado.
Mr. Saunders A. Fowler left Isel
night for Biloxi, Mies , to accompany
Mrs. Fowler and daughter, Dorothy.
to Memphis from Biloxi. where they
spent the winter. dire. Metier cud
This is one of the
many styles in der-
bys made by Crofut
& Knapp. The stay-
ing powers of the
dead black dye of
Knapp Felt Derbies
ma k e s permanent
the good impression
which ,theiik smart
shape creates.
Knapp Felt $4.
Knapp Felt De
Luxe $6.
See window dis-
play.
/51
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daughter will vire in Memphis befri:
returning hope.
efle G. M. Green, of Nashville; is In
the city on a business trip.
I Mr. F. E. White returned from Ful-ton and Mayfield late night front a
business trip.
1 Miss 'Matte. Smith, of Sixteenth an.1
Tennessee streets, is ill of the mumps
1 Mn,. Annie Allen Jones, of South
Eleventh street. is improving from
her recent illness,
1 The Rev. J. H. Reliance, of HardMoney, was in the city yesterday aftet _
noon.
Harry V. Denver and Ernest A
Rork will leave today for a visit in
Memphis, Tenn., Little Rork, Ark..
and Mer Rouge, La., after a short
stay with Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Rork at
their home on Jefferson street.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Niestadt, of
Paducah. are spending the week in
Cairo. The latter will be reinembered
as ;Mrs. Nellie Hahn. formerly of
Cairo. • • • Miss Lily May
Winstead, Miss Mey Owen and Mr. F.
V. Potteete Paducah, were glories
Tuesday of Miss Bruce Wearen, of
AValnut st reet .- Cairo Bulletin.
Hon. J. C. lipeight, of Mayfield, •ii,
--here this morning en route to Murray .
where he has a law office.
Representative J. B. Swann, of Cal-
loway county, and Senator Taylor, of
Graves county, were here this morn-
ing en- route to their homes from
Frankfort.
Su pt. A. II. Egan, of the Louisville-
Nashville division of the Illinois °te-
tra!, came. In from Fulton this morn-
ing.. ,
. Mr. J. H. Hurt was here this morn-
ing en route to his home at Murray
from Frankfurt. where he attended
the last session of the legislature.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Utterbaok will
return to their home rkr Murray this
afternoon, after visiting relatives in
the city.
Ziba 41,----Williamie who_eilent to
Vicksburg.. Was.. recently for a try
out as outfielder with the league team
of that place, has returned, being too
light for the team of giant Mississip-
pians. He probably will play in the
Illinois league.
Col. Joseph E. Potter returned this
morning from Heath, where be visited
friends and relatives yesterday.
Mrs. William Gilbert and Mrs
Char:es Richardson will leave tomor-
row for Dawson Springs for I two
siecks* reay.
Mrs. J. K. Leen has gone to Hen-
derson to loin her husband, who was
transferred to that place by the Amer,
lean -Express company. •
Little -Miss Georgia Mabel Hensley,
who has been sick at her home in
Memphis for several weeks with ma-
larial fever, was brought to the home
of her grandmother, Mrs. John Is
man, 533 South Sixth street, and is
now improving rapidly.
Miss Love Allen has returnet to hOr
home in Mayfield after a visit to
friends In this city.
Mr. and Mrs. John Counts are vis-
iting Mr. Forrest MeAtee and family
in Mayfield.
Ed Miller and C. 0, Brown, the
tobacco men, were In Mayfield yester-
day.
Mrs. Adeline *neon, of this city is
visiting Iler P011, H. T. Mixon, in May-
field.
Mr. Cliff Miller, 416 South Sixth
street, has gone to Louisville. where
he has accepted a position as shoe
salesman with the Crutches' a Starks
store.
Mrs_ H. L. Meyer and Mrs. William
Nagel went to Nortonville today to
visit friends.
Mrs. ,
Memel E. Leech, left t;tdal. for her
home it New York after visiting Mew
Leech. -
Mrs. H. R. Meyer and Mrs. William
Nagel, left ths morning .for Martins-
ville, Ind. for a several weeks' stay.
Mrs. Mildred Carnetl refereed tw
her...home-in New York this morning
after a several months' visit to her
sister, Mrs. Thomas C. Leech, 105
Fountain 'avenue. Mrs. Carnetl has
been the guest of Mrs. Leech since
November and has made Many friendsv. 
In the city. 
-
Dr. 'Leslie Rudolph, of Woodville,
was the guest of Dr. and Mrs. S. Z.
Holland. of Grahainville, yesterday.
For Luck
Try 47 One Time
At Hart's Saturday,
21st, 47 Cents Takes
the Biggest Bargain
Hart Has Yet Opened
Up. JUST C .* ••
l;enuine Boar hide Razor Strops,
Japanese Razor Hones,
Coffee Mills, •
Wash Boilers,
Galvanized Wash Tubs,
Heavy Tin Dish Pans, 21 quart,
12 quart Granite Buckets,
n5 gallon Faucet Cos,
3 gallon Spout Cans,
Galvanized Slop Pails,
Heavy 12 qt. Galvanized Pails,
Heavy 10 qt. Galvanized Well Buckets,
10 quart Heavy Granite Dish Pans,
Warranted Hatchets,
8 inch Shears,
Coco Door Mats,
Hamper Baskets.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
Subecribenv inserting want ode In
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such items are to be paid for when
the ad is Inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
ROOMS for rent 1216 Clay.
•
FOR SALE-Two bedroom suits
and one Quick Meal range, almost
new. Apply 432 Washington.
WANTED-To rent three or foul
room cottage. State location and
'Vice. Address M., care Sun.
FOR Rleiele-Six-mom home 231
South Fourth, bath aoti-all modern
conveniencts. Phone 2130.
WANTED-To buy a mooed-hag.'
bogey In goodoehspe. Address W. J.,
care. Sun.
FOR .RENT- Five-room cotteee
SOY WANTED-311% Dreadway. Naldirtmodh 
Sixth.
437. 
Inquire
437. ip. ueFOR heating and stovewoOd Tina 
FOR RENT-Modern seven mom
WANTED-To buy a good nuke, 
at:Aeon Fountain avenue Po" ...a
yen April let. Address D.
  care Sun.cow. Ring 
New Phone 649.
FOR SALE-Horses and mares,
1150 up. 917 North Sixth. 
LOST-A Southern mileage book
  containing between 300 and 400 miles
ROOMS FOR RENT-or half ten- Return to E. W. Henning. room 72,
ement, 626 North Sixth street.
Palmer House, and receive reward.
WANTED- Otrls. or gentlemen
roomers. 212 South Fourth. 
FOR RENTAprill 22nd. Seven-
_ room fiat. Wood floor, Thompson
BUY your coat of C. M. Cagle. Sege apartment house -417 Washington
lump 12e at yards. New pitons 975. street. noon, 2130.
FOR WALL paper cleaning phoin FRUIT Trees for sale cheap. 8ee-
899-a, old or 559 new. I eral kinds and varieties. Albert ft.
purr Plymouth rock-eggs, $1.00 Sherron. Paducah, Ky., R. F. D. No.
per sitting, 1214 Remittent avenue. 12, old phone 626-1.
MOVING work of all sorts. Phone LOST-;Watch. Oehtleman's - gold
688, Mrs. Pat O'Brien. 'Elgin D. W. Raymond open face deer
LOST-Lady's Elgin watch, "Sal- head on back. Reword $6. Apply
lie" engraved on case. Liberal .reward Grocer, Ninth and Caldwell. --
3.f3 South Third. FOR RENT-Six room eottarii
--Eliff-7T0-730-F•03110.17+1-liaTd-have your .Tweaty-first and Bros way.
spring suit made. Now at new store, t modern oonvenleticies. Apply to Dr.
--GOST=Lidy's watCb7-"fial: LOST-Three weeks ago, white
IC. G. Warner..522. Broadway.
lie" engraved on case. Liberal reward pointer, slender, two liver spots se
333 South Third. 'head; answers name "Mack." Re-
WANTED-Plain and fancy sewing tur
n to C. E. Sharp. 122 Kentucky.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Miss Anna 'avenue and be r
ewarded.
Davis, 423 South Nineteenth street. MAKE $1,2100.00 monthly. One
FOR SAIJE-Good second-Eand agent did. You 
can-it's easy. Ex-
mantle and irate flzturee. Apply 428 perienee 
unnecessary. New invention
provides bathroom for $5.00. Used
everywhere'. Quick seller. Allen
Mfg, Co.. 323 Allen Bldg.. Toledo, 0.
.71ii )R SALE-64 acres, eiglif miles
east of Brookport, Ill. No better lane
in Illinois. Barn 60x44, four room
cottage, good fences, fruit, on It. F.
D. Price for a few 'days, $2,500.
See Sharp. Hogan's grocery, 122 Ken-
tucky avenue.
....-YOUNG MEN to prepa- re for exam.
r railway mall and other govern-,
Went positions. Superior Instruction
by mail. Established 14 years. Thou-
sands of successful student& Sample
questions and "How-Oovernment Po-
sitions are Se.oured." sent free. In-
ter-State (*tools, 500 2nd Ave., Ce-
dar Rapids, Iowa.
W'rteti,--ror U. 8. army: able-
bodied trIftnarried men between age*
of 18 and 35; citizens of the United
States, of ,good characte- and temper.
ate habits, who can speak, read and
write ThigHith. Men wanted for
service in Cuba and the Philippines.
For Information apply to Recruiting
ctue°M eahr,'
 
KY.
w Richmond House, Pa-
SHERIFF GETTING
READY CRIMINAL
DOCKET OF APRIL
Sheriff Ogilvie and his deputies
have out completed the work of
serving bench warrants on parties in-
dicted at the last term of circuit
court When it meets Monday, April 6.
The sheriff's force will be busy in the
meantime serving subpoenas on wit-
nesses wanted.
The docket for the criminal term
will be unimportant With the excep-
tion of two murder charges now on
the docket, and another *ill be add-
ed in the COSS of George Freeman,
who killed the negro woman, Essie
rote), eatu7dar Wet. The other two
are also woman murderers, Alex
Wade. who killed Gertrude Pendia-
ten. anti Henry flacon, who killed his
wife. All three crimes were cause*
by Jealousy
Henry Bacon's attorney probably
will make a plea of lunacy and ask an
investigation
' The murder charge against Stoney
Ferguson will be iontinued, the de
fendant being at large.
George Freeman Is supplied to be
a native Of Calm Re met Maple Cobb.
who belonged to a respectable colored
South Fourth street.
FOR RENT-Three up-to-date
rooms for man and wife. All modern
improvements. Old phone 1415.
FURNITURE--.Reviptolatered, re-
pairee suet bought at 205 South Third
New Phcee
-J. R. MORGAN - terse ssiestaf,
general yerialrtag. rebbeg
South Third. ,
ALL KINDS of painting and dece-
rating.__George Overitreet. Old phone
2559. ,
FOR RENT-Nine room house on
90 foot lot. High and dry, 410 South
Tenth. J. A. Rudy & Sons:
FOR SALE-Certificate Rood lei:-
5g6 on purchase of Baldirin piano or
planola. Address J. L. R.. care Sun,
stating Nhat you will give for It.
HOME on easy payments, four
rooms, two porches, pantry. etc., Me-
Crecken Real Estate & Mortgage Co
New phone 82, oid 765.
MET OUT thatold intit of lest year
and have it cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, South Ninth near Broad-
way, and it will look like new, -
LOST-A good ride if you don't
buy your buggy, phaeton or surrey
from Powell. Rogers & Co.. incorpor
said, iii-Norta Third street.
LOST-Lady's double ease gold
watch. engraving Pepper to Mar on
inside cape. bibe-al reward. Heturn
to this office..
-FOR-RENT=Mii-rch 16. dwelling
1627 Jefferson street. A rooms, all
modern conveniences Hot water fur
nace Apply to Wm. Hughes at Ps-
ducah Banking Co.
rtik SAM!: .%Ji of household
roods Including nn9 drorgets, furnit-
ure, curtains. etc. lti oak Ins up bow"
keeping Goods been in ma, oely ate
rear Dr W. F. Alvoy, 41$
GONCIPIRT TONIGHT.
Deal's Orchestra Will Ftemter Iopulat
Program at Ilindy's Tonight.
Prof. Wm Deal's orchest ra will
render the following netalcel preseraM
at Itudyet opening tonight from 7:30
until it o'clock and will also play one
numhera requested. If the nelectlows
are handed In to the director. Eves')
'one is cordiallyini 
I.
ited.
PART 
Overture--"Rteadella."
Selection front "Paget."
Excerpts from "Merry Widow."
PART 11.
Dvertgre--Pant and Preset*.
lafront "I
•
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WHIPSDISIBAY, MASCO IS.
ti 0 OD BLO
NATURE'S PROTECTION AGAINST DISEASE
- The preservation of health and prevent:on against disease is almost
entirely dependent upon pure, healthy blood; every organ, tissue, nerve and
sinew of the body draws on this vital fluid for nourishment and strength.
Poisons, humors and germs from various sources often get into the blood,
and then this great life-stream become. a source -of . infection and disease,
Instead of a nourishing, health-sustairting fluid. Heredity is likewise an
important factor, regulating the quality ofsthe blood. Some persons are born
with tainted blood from diseased ancestry, and Scrofsja in one of its numerous
forms is sure to crop out some time in life. Not only poisons in the blood
are responsible for diseasesbut when the circulation is run down and becomes
poor and weak in quality, then we see the eSect in a gettesal bad condition
of health, such as weakness, sallow complexion bolls, and various akin
eruptions. All blood troubles require a tonic an blood purifier, and none
other equals S. S. S. \ It goes down to the
very foundation of theNtrouble, and removes
t%every particle of the piau' n or impurity from
the blood. And not on does S. S. S.
antidote the poisons, hum° And germs, but
it pos health-giving, topic properties,
whichltad upend strengthen weak, impov-
erished blood, and fort i fies the syetem against
disease. - S. S. S. permanently cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores e;1 Ulcers,
Scrofula, Eczema, Tetter, and all other skin diseases and disorde Rook
on the blood and any medical advice, free. s"
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA GA.
Se Sti •
PURELY VECETAELE
THrBOOM-BOOM
HIGH N4II(1411, Pl. Ve WILL
PROM CED MACCIII 2.
;IS ,
Cast of Crummier. for Ch • t ly
for Itenetit of The Isle
Booserlieen.- a delightful
tale ac: t-rec a '!1 -zi t.. a at
-High .11andi :n tbe attiitor-
turas The '.it7le 11%1Y i.s tc.iutit. and
Tit' cv.,t a'!1 b,
Toni, maid t.0 .pr st-crs-
I F111.77-nt-7, wa:ter nn,1 cook of
itetel Savar:n W'l: I:ock
M•ms:(or itibL orol,rictor of line I
Sat ..it. r.
• Prim 1 F:1 ‘‘'aiLla SouvaratT, ineogni-
!ta -
Lal:slas ItorGwsk:. lo lover-- Ed
(.31e„Ssiis 
Sit' se-I-ward Slitehee,
Wire of Itoss:an stilliasiad.ir to IS
S. Eve!:
Pt port. r for N. I' .l .V le
Fottt • r. *
It port.r to N. 1'. Tribune-- Clora
. af and itunib Girl - Ruth Me-
t:he:nee
clever arc scrtt rd throu4h- .1dmirat Freese-off, Wanda's faalic r
out. :se. f;t .11 Ift.1(1 for . Eier Itardie.
some est. pennises to b..•.one ltuke• t•-troth,,l to
of the hrst plays g".veti at the legit te'anda Os. sr Gideon.
139110is '^railldwierseisse asseree•eseriessesse
STEINFELD OPTICAL CO
EXAM-INE.D; FREE
DR. M. STEINFELD
APTICIA-N,
SOME CONVENTIONS
With Dlit DINTItier .t N
sTATE DELEGATIONS.
Louiss ilk. leepulet; alas lo
fly Doc .4 the Ward
Coin ruiltates.
'gar
Louisville, March 19.- -While many
of the 'Fairbanks and Taft members
of the Republican city and county
committee say that matters were ad-
justed ani:cably as the special meet-
ing last night. W. Marshall Bullet
was of the opinion that the Taft
forces put things over the plate. just
as they did at the meeting two weeks
ago, and got what they were fighting
for all the time. At any rate, the
congressioaa: committed, met after
the city and County committee had
made a few changes in the call issued
two weeks ago, and indorsed the call
for selecting delegates to the state
convention, in that the same delegates
sJected to the stateconvention should
\be selCcted at the same tint* to • dis-
ebnvention to nominate a can.11-
da for congress and select two dee-
Your tiotPipes
WHEN the heater man put
" hot pipes through the
house in place of stoves he
thought it was something
new. But nature put hot pipes
all through our bodies to keep
us warm long, long ago.
Scoff's Emulsion
sends heat and rich nourtsh-
ment through the blood all
over the body. It does its
work through the blood. It
gives vigor to the tomes and
is a powerful flesh-producer.
All plutts6616; 1306. aad $1.00,
banks fortes at the convention Dells.
Should there be contests. aud the
chances are that there will be, the
convention on the night of May 5 will
be an unus.tial'y stormy affair. This,
too, Is assured by the fact that the
reellutign for the Republican nomina-
tion for congress is now on. Some of
the leaders wanted the notnioation
for (emigres* made after thestate cons
realizes, but the leaders thought that
this, would entail an unnecessary e*
pease and fir that reason they
thought the.ehale business 'holed be
settled at twos ,
CLEVELAND 18 71
AND HE STILL ENJOVE 141.114TTli
GOOD HEALTH.
illeelete AU T. tattoos to Return to
l'ublic Life-t-Many I 'min.
gratulation..
Princeton. N. J . March 19 Groc-
er Cleveland. tits only living
-dent of. the United States. was SI
years odd yesterdays Though he has
Telephone for Appointment: tied virtually at the ward conventions lived in pia; tival retirement t'.nce he
April 25. The fact that Robert C. left the white housti were than tenBoth Phones 1116-r.
Kinkead is an announced Taft man years ago. Ste Cleo land. has not -by
and that Nat C. Cureton. his op- any means le en forgotten%) his for-
e mint, is an out-and-out Fairbanks ner political aseow.ates, his pere.onal
6011 Ilaoadway. P•clucak, Ky.. man, means that it will be a battle friends and his legion of admirers,
Carpet Cleaning
Phone 121
New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
a. 
mate. to the national Republican, ewe
k1.
It was said that the harmonious
meeting of the (sty and wanly corn-
mitt.'.. wassthe remit .of a conference
lit tvrcer Talt, and Fairbanks repro-
si•ntative5.
It was agrecci,end placed /ft the eail
that the 217 delAgates se:eeted April
25 from the city artd county And state
convention should be selected for a
congressional district ' convehtion to
-t-let owoodeletostes 44;i she national 
111- publican eonventioneead to nom/
nate a candidate for cepireess. This
district ((invention will bee, held at
I.!edetkrans hall. Sixth and \ Walnut
-t:eets, the night sef May 5. lisbeing
the nizht before the meeting hf the
-tate convention, which is to be held
May G.
Ward Conventions 11111 Deckle.
The indorsing of the action of the
city and count committee by the
1 ongrestiotial committee assures the
fact that the fight for the Republican
ticmination for congress wel be sco
royal between the Taft Feb- This ens evideneed by the resitte of
countess te:ters and niessegee of ism-
gratulation. The felicitous greeting
crime front all sections of the coun-
try.
Mr. Clevesand wit -take no part in
the tontine priedentiel • 31111111611:KA.
Intentions in this it gaol have been
made pistil) to frien::- V..Io have ap-
prose/fed him oa the soiseet. The anti.
Mean element among the Democrats
of SS cc Stereo' weuld like ta have
had Mr. Cleve:1nd go user the Denver
conrcurion as a de:egate roan this
!tate. Old thee Democrats in New
York and throughout the east were 
rcady to support the 11:01,, bur Mr.
Cleveland could not be persuadi d to
give his consent. It is posebit that
the events of the corning eammegn
may so shape them,cle• * to bring
from the ex-president a Ionia! star -
ment settmg forth his views on She
gnestiods at issue, but le has giv.'a
his friends to under:41nd that so far
fess- wry -merits" ppea ra n ere OT speeth
inakieg goes he must be counted out.
Al 71 %ears or sg/. Mr. Cleveland is
Mill In th • etsloyment of pretty good
health, tlianks to the flitting and hunt-
ing trip, and odor forms of outeloor
enjeyment in magazine artieli a, in
his conversation or his lectures to the
student:, of Princeton, all the old
power and redraws of thstteht are
there.
and
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THE SONGS
That Reached the Heart
Sung by AL H. Wilson are now on sale at
the store of
D. E. WILSON IHE BOOK ANDMUSIC MAN
All the songs are ell right. Al 11. Wilson sitgs them
right. " D E. Wilson sells them all right. Don't forget our
book and Aussie sale continues until April 1st. Come early to
get choice.
Stands Like a Stone Wall
Turns Cattle, Horses, Hogs-Is Prodigally Indestructible
AMERICAN FENCE
Buy your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
hinge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
that it net too hard nor toe soft.
We can show you this fence in stir stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not only is the roll but in the hcid. Come sad tee us and get
our prime.
F. H. JONES & CO.
SOLE AGENTS FOR PADUCAH
Both Phones 328. Coy. second lend Ky. Ave.
Fall-Line Hardware at light Prices.
Rooms over
hendlei & Ly-
don, now oc-
cupied by Dr,
Stamper.
Possession
March 1, 1908.
LEN DLER
LYDON
Prescriptions
Are conipounded by
us with carefnl at-
tension which in-
sures the earrying
out of your physi-
cian's instructions
propeily, as well as
the use of the best
grades of ingredients.
Deliveries will be
made promptly to
any part of the city.-
S.II. WINSTEAD
Druggist
detattbb a0d B tidway,
bib ?boss TA
FIRST CLASS  LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES
Therm are the foundations upon
which we are building succema.
Our homes are groomed to the
pink of condition slew* anti our
equIptuent the hest, yet our
prices are extremely rentionable.
Next Lim. you want to take a
drive, just call
HAWLEY AND SON
Es Pius 41/41
`101 JOON SI.
SCHOOL NOTES
teplying to a leltor • it to .
in 'the fourth grade at Durban:
little Wys. Ahem Tranghlier. ii
of Miss Anna Laekia. of the For
grade in the Watilington istill tit
railelion .of, Paducah. Several days :MO
d cing ae letter today se  desert's-
Superintendent Carnage) ros.see a
letter from a tinsel in the eisrili graff,'
at Duitram. eel ask d Sits sup(Crin-
tendent to hand It to soots pupil in
the fourth grad?. Miss Traughber'
was select d to anawer the leiter, and
she gave a good deseription of l'odu-
SEWER COMMITTEE
AG BEEN TO I' lid WIT loh
MIL GIAIlitiE WEIKEL.
wan mum Setter lieropot His Frowsty
uu cwahtiou Thai He Liel it
at 1110‘000
Tit • sewer committee of the gen-
eral commit met last night and de-
cided to accept Mr. George Welkers
proposition that i the city would
build a sewer through the square of
low land owned by Welke! between
Seventeenth and Eighteenth streets on
Broadway, he would fill the depres-
sion and lot the property at 55,000
for city tox purposes. At present the
property is praiitic'aly worthless anti is
lieted at Poe. It is estimated that
the sewer will tie:et $2.200,
It was also decided to refer the
controversy with Borneman.
in regard to the cost of some sewer-
age built across his property. to the
City engineer for settlement
noGmits• LIVERWORT
Tar and (ranchalagua
For the complete cure of Coughs.
Colds, Asthma and Bronchitis and all
Lung complaints tending to Consump-
'lion, Liverwort, Tar and Wild Cherry,
have for ages maintained all estab-
Itshed reputation as a standard Cough
Remedy. It contains no opium or
harmfhl drug; can be e!ren
safety to children. Price $1110. Sold
by druggists; Williams' M'f'g. Co..
Props.. Cleveland, 0.
Istreleas
Fireless sioves, or self-cookers, as
they are variouely known, have twee
in lase in Germany fur a nuutber fit
years. The 'artier types were mere!)
boxes constracted with double wars
or by secret processes built so as (o
ri fain the heat when sealed. Those
tinkers are used as follows: After
thorough heating the food to be
stewed or bulled is placed inside the
box, sealed and left fol. ,-7,idt,la.nt time,
when it is opened and the fooJecioked
by the retained beat, is read) 10 serve
Recently a Berlin commits) hes lee-
snoced upon the apparatus sad pro.
;laced a fireless Wove that nor only
cooks hot fetes and reasts. Frying
and roaitirg are act onspauied h. the
use of a heated stone -.6-Exehanno.
The Evening flun-the a Week.
...FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
lAr
t,o P̀. 0" 44 **4t)
ecNA TitA0t.„ Af0 /411fal
\) FOR QUALITY
MARK.
C.•
115 S lirl ?boss 358
KODAKS
We have two special
values to offer in Ko-
daks. Drop in and
let us show them to
you. 13'..ohlet Free.
MCPPIER.SON'S
DRUO STORE
rah, and its advantages. The' little
Miss from Mitcham described the 111 
large factories that city has. It is
I probsble that the two grades will eon-
[Untie -the eorreeponthme-.
I Tickets for Ste alt exhibit have
been distributed at all of the ,school
i
feeldIngs so that every pupil may
have an opportunity to purchase one.
Superintendent Carnagev le anxious
that the parents as well as the chil-
dren ceew these reproductions of the
world's masterpieces. Hvery
es141111 $1 worth of tickets will he en-
(Wed to a ticket. For adult* the a4-
mission is 15 cents and for children
10 eente.
This (Doming at opening ,exercise
the Wet school studentt had a pleas".
ant musical program Miss Caroline
/Tam, supervisor of music, sang 111/W-
titill songs from the "Merry Widow,'
and Misses Boo Lane. and Elfilirr
Robertson played a duet
"lie's u distant relative of yours
by marriage, list he ^
'Veil-Yea, Re eltioet1 with my
to meIr1
PARASITES THAT SAP LIFE
EXPELLED BY NEW METHOD
The interest created in leading
cities during the past year he young
Mr. Cooper with his new preearatiou,
- largely at-counted for by a peculiar
quality possessed by this medietua,
which he cape hisoNew Discovery.
Mr. Cooper belteces that internal
parasites, or. tapeworms, are respon-
sible fur mti,b III health. and it is an
undeubtrd-fact that his medicine has
expelled Ainmense numbers of the.
creatures in tallOUt eities'visited by
The young man alio believes
that stomach trouble le the main rouse
of all ill bt•alth. lie clainw that few
;on hale poor health with s good di-
gestion lie further claims that his
\.'w. Iriscoviiry medicine does notleag
but tone up the stomach, pet It not
only expels the parasites. hot reties.,
mete other ailments not A* A tete si -
:erected with stomach troubis
Little. Jessie Birdsall, daughor of
Mrs. Ida Itirdsa I, 11vUlg at 21S, 
ine avenue, Chicago, 1s among mato
relieved of a large parasite by Mr.
ouster's preparation during hi., rosy
:i.a, (.0 In ,.;.calting of ,4o•
10 Mr. cooper, the mother saiS•
' MY ehild Jessie. who is touts.ii-
y old. has lees suffering wita th.s
es; hi. for ocer stern years. lit
neinnin-g we delimit know Ws.
t..theikrvtoleusu;b:t.bewl.1seSst"liettlewat;theigkt'weiPh;:d/).
ei ;et her; her tongue was,coatA and
tinew she would hart/ a go.). np-
pvtite, then again could INK boar the
rott of feltod; slaw •was nese...-. at
bred' gobtaudp bsr- eamthor.ainegl61:.'iaVI"Ye
,es, everything to relieve her. tat
net .r.h no avocets. We coed jest
ess Inc point of &slag up trying tory -
thing else when we began to, read of
Cooper's New Discovery. Several -days
se.. Ise eurehased this mecils is J s-
ec has been wiles it tee list:ly. at ta
;be, mooning this parasit.; let hi r
system. I don't wonder that in- hes'
s e..)b felt bad, and nothing w ices .1
give her aosetaed to relieve her. Now
that "he is relieved of this tapeworm
I feel sure that she will grow better
each dass and enjoy reelect health.
Mr Cooper, your medicine la worth a
thousand times more than you charge
tor it. I sknow a aumber of people
roubled the same way as Jessie ham
been. and I certainly expect to tell
them presionally to try your mere-
cinekr:.e venue? advise anyone who has
been troubled for MO* time with gen-
era! poor health Ito try (bis great toed-
rine. Wei are agent for it In this thy.
-W n, Mcl'herson.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for storage.
Both Phones 499.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deal cbroper to Vane masa& anboeriptloan to soy-
eral magasineisat the same timeless* order Own all together from
us. than It Is to buy the same magazines eingly or 'unscrew to them
lietsoffite0r. Gonseleation eab offers are now nods by wo, sob-
ocribern to several magazines an as are bargain prime. ooniditlauss
getting Hires or four magazines for ma pries of op* or two.' Sub-
scriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may bo.
ifs with say mimes. eat ge know what twaspistates yoU are tali-
nag sow or what andessises you aunt to take omit year. and we will
isnot, the combination prkw, agowing.sasiag to Pe ideas&
- - - - -
SAMPIA1 BAJIKIAINS.
ilicClure's Maurine 11.10
or A merit-ea
Reader Magazine ISM
liletropolitan ..1.1111
or World Today
or Woman's, Home
Compeuseo ISO,
All for SUM. Half l'Avis
Boadior Maculae • .11 00
-rtwø1hama
or Outing
or Alassiosfs
or Smart Sok. •
90.00
Math fop .SS, Nan Prios
Homo Nagailno 00
-1.50
or Crientorio:Jtaw
or A weeks,
or Scores.
$210
Both for SIAS
CossnopoUtair ..111 90
Ilona liagsaindi .. -1.00
Dooms ; • • • - •1.00
or Assirlsaa
$3 00
All for $2.30
Weekly Inter Ocean
aad Farmer . . . .11 00
IdeGail'a liaganino .. 60
with Pal-Ws)
Heine Magazine. ... 1.04
$3.50
All for 111.115. NW Pride
Dreigner -. • • •90•60
(with fashions)
Cosmopolitan .. 1.00
Reader Magazine .. 2.00
$4 50
All for 112.60
. _
complete sahaeriptIon Catelogue, wit tee attful Itrarrison Seabee
Cover, listing all magazine.* singly and in ckihas at lowest rates, soot
you tree nn recc-,pt of postal card rcT,..t
Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis, Indiana.
The BobbielderrIll Company.
INSURANCE AGENTS
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
sire.
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,
Steam Boiler,
Rends, -
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Elevator.
Office P13011011 ,?114,3:irs Residence Phones 014 7asN•w 726
Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
as- _
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201 132 8 rourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
, - 1 -
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EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
1.,
giro
,
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE
Coil. Sea .; Tolvatost
•
LIST.
for it.
iia.DGMates 835. FRATERNITY
.PADUCAH, KY:
.
NEW STATE
ICIFFROPOLIS,
D. e
Velma and hem
Sates $2.00.
looms. Bath
Ilis may sestrally
.d07.
COMMERCIAL
LICIEID.
.
ILL.
Malley, Pre,.
hotel to
Two large
rooms, lelettric
locue•I
PATRONAOR
OTEL
tie city
sanapb
iAglat•
Hole) b
110
IL LOCUS a
NORM
- . Classyipsraaed.)
TRNN6881CR
COMPANY.
RIVIM
RIVR1LFOR TRU TICNNICEEE
IIRRAMER
Leaven Paden*
Ki.ery wedursdair
A. W. WRIGHT 
EUGENE ROBINSON
'This company
for invoice charges
by the clerk of
Iberial excursion
tab to Waterloo.
trip $8.00. Leaves
Wednesday at
(NADI
Mins
4 I). Oil-
Masa
• Ceer/
rasucissible
0011644AI
from Pude
tbs roam'
non
for Tsamamee
44
.
.,
---.
gs not
taloa
the boat.
rates
Tare for
Padiseak
(p. H.
'
RVARSVILLIL
. CAIRO
(Incorporated.)
-
IIIVANSVILLF.-PADUCAR
(Daily /twerp(
P A DV C•
LINN.
R AM
PACRSTO
John 1
for Evans
11 a. m.
FOWLER
and wa:
daily, ex
rates
to Cain
libel'
table las
apply et
Agent, o
Agent, a'
Oga
Sanday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and
Hopkins leave Paducah
vilie and say landings at
THE STP‘MER DICK
Leaves Paducah for Cairo
landings at 8 a. m. sharp,
cept Sunday. Spacial extursion
now in effect from Paducah
and return, with or without
aud rootn. Good musts and
surpassed. .
Fee-4sether -laretusatioa
S. A. Fowler, General Pass.
Given- Fowler, City Pags
Fowler-Cutnbaugh A C,o's
First and Broadway.
KILLTKE COUCH I
AND CURB Tug LUNGS
WIT-k Dr.
New
FOR C8111"
MO ALL RUMAT
King's
Discovery
T. S.*.
P 0 LUNG TROUBLES.
OVARA &TYED SATIS FACTOR
RILFONLED.
a
Olt MONKT
r. 4.,
....., _,......,• ,
• .s.0,...-->,---...te,
arounis•
1040
e
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RE-
CURSION BULLMTIN.
The following reeliieral !sites
are aeamen oed I
MAKI)! tiRAS
Hew Oriesw.. [A.. NWT& 11,
ZOOS. •
Tor Cis above oecaMoo Me
Illinois central Railroad cosi-
patty will gen round trip tick-
ets ois February II, 17, 38,
28 an4 on Mardi I ass 3.
1108. for $15.16. good Kb
turning until March ti, l*Ott.
For information, at ply to
City Tteket Office, Fitih and
Broadway or Union D. pot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City Ticket Waco
It ht. PlIATIIER,
s .......6 4,...t,..... tl.......s'
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAXE
Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary case of Kitt
ney or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, anti all Irregularithe of
the Kidneys and redder in both
mew and women. tiold at 50 cent'
Per box on the no cure no pa a beads
by McPherson's Drug store, Fourth
and Broadway. sole agent for Padu-
cah, or sent by mail upon receipt, of
price by Lark 30-Attlee Co., Louis-
ville, Kr.
MTh 11191111188111
Car Use nut 46 for soltsr0111l
ko a I 0 rpa. d. iorbaryocaolltauntatioby.
ass, e.t.a .ftliummi Sr sloonstao•S
um ...ow... 50 05(055 tooz•brsail•
Pewee halftime Pgmr.ifts. and not soma.
fitlISCNBI.11.01, sent Of ialiano611.
1*1(51511 Gold bRica•Bletst
us. A. re mut to Oho. ersillfr•
by •aproos, progotirl,
Si OS. or 3 be.tlie 413 7.
Omelet mat •• Musa.
DYSPEPS
"HavIne0.1.5 Tom. Irr.rolortyl -P•sparti." btf
Cu.. Mr Ail. .2.4 bAl matimall. I. 1..41 1,11.4.41.111
rE,rh!"4 7Zt:: °titr;.. i tl'or. e.molt., .11 efli 11.4 rasm.41.111• -mbeut •m•Il Slut I lino hell{ ga.,.a.M. felfte,
• .r• u • ,lyy lirsiirr sit al. oiler. I Isaw• *Wiest
▪ Ill • y•yr '
totea Seism. NI Merest St., Joney ("lc X. J.
Pleasssa Pat &pais POtP,Ot nfted.Itwrar siork.u. Irrsher key, 311., my. ri.r.?
044 Irs b ir milk. TA* ain• tsbart CC.boar•i.toyal to ear, or )ow,
&altos Ramat,' Co., Chicago*, N.Y. Am
$44 TEl MUNI NJE.3
J. W. COLEMAN
Druggist
le•tesitli and Ciiidat•II Street•
titteCIIIISO• VII C. 0. RIPLEY
Prescriptien bid* CieNnest
TE[rmels
OPERATORS urn rcts•rkoon amount of new
/4w. litulary "'tom are cut late
„ , , tor st udents' use.
BOOKKEEPING ""6111•4.6tor., I.) not accept.
In Ids prop, wit Ion conrad.• I It b. teaches
mons Isoota..rpititg In TIMM.. mouttis Paul •
t 01u In
pool/ Reporters write
"ra r esat of tiler. Ft
ttu shorthand Draurnon teat-too-rat BLOT
pirsinowsilnal"kil"...11.rigi"wchalnMortniftla.111C44.
a300,000.00 capital. end RI years'
5151...ss. to ware peatiow uneer remeonattle
condo ion. or refund t u It S, .n. atrilootur
4•3111Ing the evidence Ill CI tin. farts.
Atblreas Jon. Y. Praughuu. iTufff.
DIRAUGHOWS
PRACTICAL IIIVSINESS COLLEGE
5. •1 IWO
(Incorporated.)
PADUCAH-314 Broadway.
tar Memphis or St. Lout:.
SOME HATS ARE BIG
AND SOME LITTLE
But the Bill is Just as Big For
the Little Oae.
"Merry Widows," as Should Be Ex-
pected, Bun Pretty Muth to
Circumference. •
MABVELM's 0011Afit BLENDING
Today Is opening day for the milli-
ners and although the weather mart
banded out winter weather for the
spring opening's. he did not detract
from the Inteir•st. There were hats
of all hinds. and to look at five ot
this spring's- t, would reiniud one
of a dozen or lusty hats. Attention
will be attracted by the new headgear
for it is extreme, and some hats have
been made with a circumfereere ot-
fiveefeet, nine Utches. For the wo-
man who likes to foilow the fashion
without overdoing it, there Is a large
selection offered, ranging from 36 to
49 inches in diameter.
With all of the fun that has beet.
credited to the broad brim hat there
is one comfort, for one does not have
to wear it. If one does not like a big
one, he may take a little one and
there she goes to The opposite ex-
treme. If it is small, it is just a bit--
jiist a Milrie of a toque perched upote
a coronet braid and puff, until the
misses have to have two mirrors to
enable them to see their hats at all.
g, •i'nb,rw.nd tijuimiugae •
deem them Never before have local
chops displayed such beautiful color
combinations, and so skillfully-is it
done that shades of the most diverse
have been blended into one harmonf:
ens whole. One Padtreait modiste
pointed with pride to a long rod, of
hats that were perehed on the coun-
ter and if they had been .analyze
t eery color on earth could bye been
forted. 4
Hats are veritable flower gardens,
MIOOWS Of blossoms being piled highe
en wide brims, and If Sowers are not
eared for, wings or spline may be Or-
tiered. Some hats have seemingly un-
limited numbers of quills. By actual
intone- It was- nutlet • -that one- hat
sported no; guilds. In the colors
brown.' cake and duck blue lead, the
 last color is one between peacock blue
 and Copeuhagen blue\
In- hats, a.t.- everything 'pimp, the
"Merry Widow". is the thing.
huble por kel will net allow a new
hat 'the ingenious housewife-must get
one of that' creny veils with polka
dies as big as a thumb nail. \Veit
this "Merry W:driw" veil she may
drape any old hat, and walk abroad
with the serene. consciousness that
Fhe is strictly "in it." Web all this
joy for the women, man's misery be-
gins today, for the price are jest a;
high for the Mlle ores as the broad
brim sisters and the bill will have to
neepald-fasUllte aunts
•
INDEPENDENTS
All./F:D 1W VI4.0ROEsi POLICY OF
1•111)4IDENT 1110t)SEVELT.
 AIR CoMpriliaig 410111 Nlen Say Their Resi-
ft's% b Helfer ainee crusade
Started.
•
When you want quali-
ty, either in cut flowers,
floral designs or plants,
order from _
BRUNSON'S
FLOWER SHOP
529 Broadway. Both Plans 398
HENRY WREN, JR.
1111310V1D TO TIMM ARO
IIINTIJCET.
halt Rbading. Risk War% Levi
wad IdtwarY Work a specialty.
IIIIMIIIIRIMISEIMIIIMIR1111111111.1111111
1 h3Lilly Livery ComplyE
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
do a general
livery butane/1E
twasworewsai
No P. asI gnash Am.
Cleveland. 0., March. 19.—At the
opening of the hearing. in-lshe govern
ment'g truster suit against the Stand-
ard Oil company, Lewis Emery, Jr:,
of ifiradrord. Pa., testified, almost ex-
clusively, upon the number, names
and capacity of independent renneriet
existing in 1n95, in Pennsylvnnla.and
other states. "A lot of new refinerher
have been built }Mince we obtained
Rome linerties-about ten In the past
four or Jive years, most of them In
Kansas and Oklahoma. all•indellen&
pet" Mr. Emery *aid. "Generally
speaking." he continued, "the lode.
pendent rPflneries have added, up to
now. about. 25 per cent capielty over
their capacity of 1a95."'
"What-was the date of your-eman-
cipation?" Mr. Rosenthal, for the de-
tense. asked.
"Since President Rooeenelt has
heen working on his own hook," re-
piled the witnega.
"Since this movement began pros-
perity .itintflut the Independeuts has
ben general throughout the country "
"l'es, In the oil besiness 8nd along
other lines of business."
PILES? PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind. Bleeding and Itching Piles
It absorbs the tumors. allays Itching
at once, nets as a poultice, gives in-
innnt relief. Williams' Indian Pile
Ointment is prepared for. Piles and
Itching of the private parts. Sold by
druggiete mail 50e and $1.00. Wil-
liams' ETC. Co.. Prom, Cleveland,O.
The Evening Flua--40c a Week.
All the patent medicine. sad
toilet article* advert4ed in IMO
paper are oh sale at!
NePherson's Drug Stare
Yeovil% and Broadway.
El
Bone Pains Can-
cer, Scaly Sill,
Pit:les
161
Malay people MVP from Blood
Po/son and don't know it. Bead
symptoms. Easily cared by B. it. B.
If you have aches and pains in the
bones, back or joints. Itching, Scabby
skin, blood feels hot or 1110, Swollen
Glands, Risings and Rumps on the skin
More Throat or Mouth. falling hair.
Pimples or offenstv• eruptions, Cancer-
ous Sores, Lumps or Sure on Lips, Face
or any part of the body, Take Betattie
Bleed Bata, (11. IS. 11.) Gissramteed to
cure even the won't and most deep-
seated cases. B. IC B. drhcs all poi-
sonous matter from the , system and
sends a flood of pure. ri h blood direct
to the skin surface. In this way Aches
end Patna are stopped, all Eruptions,
Sores Pimples even cam fr. slid every
evidence of Blood Poison are quickly
looted and cured, completely changing
the entire body Into a chan, healthy
ecounfii t iu T. n. hal. ,r 
after other 
dti of w,frcr a (r.t t aeasft.srid by B
nt failed.
CI KRIS ITCHING ECI.EMA.
Watery blisters; open. itching sores
of all klr.d. all alueaseveti.V,t  n..er1„:;.li1,. ort.m!
caused by blood poison. while it. B. it,
kills the poison, makes the bitmo pure
mid rich, heals the sores and stops the
itching.ilTt lI IIICI BLOOD 111411.W., (11. IL IL)
I. pleasant and safe to take, composed
of pure Botanic ingredients.. SAMPLE
ENT MM.: by writing Blood Balm Co.,
- Min ta. Ga. BOLD BY, DUI .GOISTS, or
sent by express. At II PER LARGE
Marne:, with directions Mr home
'cure.
Sold In FindUenh. Ky.. by R. W.
Walker & Co.. W. J. Gilbert, Lang
Bros. Alvey & List.
IOWA DECLARES
FOR. IR. TAFT
13roisu 1134P63•441 tut' J
("bat t111300ge, Tetln.. March 19..-
By a vote of 68 to 74 the Chattanooga
Bar aseociajjen today indoreed thel
candidacy of Foster V. Brown to suc-
ceed- the late United States Judge C.
D. 'Clark. The resolution ',Wonting
Pies candidacy was offered by John H.
Martz, the Evans-tianders candidate
fur governor. Maj. Charles E. Evans,
elao Is elso a candidate, was not pres-
ent. The priucipal opposition areee
from the face that It was stated that
ConigresalnaNKoon is a candidate and
his friends voted against the resolu-
tion *doming MI'. Brows. About Or
inembere of the bar were chin r absent
or did not vote. The action of the
bar will be sent at once to President
Roosevelt. A petition Is being circu-
lated in the interest of Mr. Brawn.
In Bastkruptcy:
In the District Court of the United
States fur tie' Western District of
Kentuekj. in bankruptcy.
In the matter of William E. War-
lord, a bankrupt.
On this 19th• daY of Merril, A. D..
19418, on considering Oa., petition of
the aforesaid bankrupt for discharge.
filed on the 17th day of illartet, A. D..
1905, It is ordered by the-Ootert that
a hearing be had upon the same on the
II th day of April, A. D., 19.0S, before
said Court, at bouiten e, aid istr et.
at to o'clock in the fore noon, or as
near thereto as practicable; and that
notice thereof be published one nine
In The Paducah Sun, a newspaper
Printed In said District, and that alt
known creditors aod other perholis iti
Interest may appear at said time and
place and show cause, if any thty
have, why the prayer of the said peti-
tioner should not be granted.
Witness the Honorable-Walter Ev-
ans, Judge-of the said Cutlet, and the
geal thereof, at Paducah, In said Dis-
trict, on the 19th day of March. A.
1908. 
••• ' J. R. PURYEAR. Clerk.
(Coocloded trout First Page.)
dont of the makers of the national
platform of 1904, wherein.the party
pledged the 'readjustment of rates of
duty onl; when conditions FO change
that public interests delnaliti their
alteration.'
"It was for this declaratem of four
,aris- ago that the Republivan party
in Iowa endorses declaration of the
Ohio Republican platform of this
Sear on behalf of the 'revision of the
tariff ett special session of the next
congress. insuring the nisintenance bt
the true principle of protection by im-
posing such duties as will equ'al the
difference between the cost of produc-
tion at 'home and abroad, together
1
with profit, and excessive dues of
American manufacturers, tte farmers,
proving-yrs and wage eafiters may have
adequate protection
"That we will favor the nomination
,if William It Taft by the Republican
tral'onal convention to i man on the
tritit of June. We have confidence in
his ability. his manhood. nig compre-
lir tisien of the large and vital pebite
iquestionts his uncompromheng in-
Ileglity and his unfaltering courage.
We believe him to be the choice re
the Republeans in this state, who
have never failed to endorse the ()M-
OW, record of President Roosevelt.
"Therefdre we -unequivorally in-
struct our delegates to vote. for Wil-
liam II. Taft met we earnestly request
thent and our district delegates to use
their united influence for Taft's can-
didacy." • -
Judge Lacey moved the adoption of
the a-hove planks and it was done
unanimously. 'Ile then read as the
last plank: "That we favor the re-
tention of Senator William B. Allison
in his place, that we do this because
hu has brought great distinction to the
state, because he has served the
whole party and the whole country
with singular fideitty and ability, be-
cause of his present commanding Po-
sition In the senate and in the counsel
of the nation beeartse he has strength
in all situations and emergencies.
He is recognized as the master legls
latIve architect of his time. The na-
tion almost_ without regard to party,
admonishes the people of Iowa of Its
interest in this great statesman.
Therefore, we stand for his re-elec-
tion, a continuance of his wise coun-
sel and a retention of his services to
the country at large" -
'Judge Lacey had no sooner reacted
the name of Senator Allison than he
was Interupted he-tremendous out
bursts of cheering:
Thomas A. Cheshire. of Des Moines,
preeented the minority report asking
that the Allison endorsement be omit-
ted from the platforin7-1-ecey replied
briefly urging that the fourth plank
be adopted.
A vote was takeleand the resolution
was adopted 672 17-24 to 507 7-24.
For delegates at large, George D.
Perkins, of Sioux City: Lafayette
Young. of Des Moines: I. Ft. Lane, of
Davenport, and Frank W. Simmons.
of Ottumwa, were chosen by Reclama-
tion. Following the election of dele-
gates at large there were calls for
Perkins, who spoke at some length,
extolling the character and services ret
Allison. Young also addressed the
convention briefly.
The convention completed its work
by electing the following alternate
delegates at large: D. L. Ifelmshelia-
en, of Glenwoode.11. 3. C. Healer, of
Cedar Rapids: George H. Wear.
Kennedy's tentative Cough Syrup acts
gently vet promptly Mi the bowels
and allays Inafininta0011 at the mine
uste. It I. pleasant tit Wit Sold by
all DnIgglals•
"The Wandering JUR." as a serial
titled Sue
FOR SALE.
sr LONE OAK, KENTUCKY,
.5% miles southwest of Padu-
cah on the Lovelaceville
gravel.
A BUSINESS LOCATION
A five-room residence.
A store and stock of goods.
A blacksmith shop and tools
,A roller system cornmeal
and feed mill,.
One well, two cisterns, a
stable and other outebuRdIngs.
' This .place is situated across
the street from ?lie hone Oak
college, this being one of the.
best business locations in this
seenon of the country.
Reasons for seling. to go
west.
Apply or address'
R. C. FARTHING.
R. F. D. No. 2. Paducah, Ky.
GOV cArE
GARAGE NOM
ON THE BOARD WALK
lug Asada Shek if Psalms, Salk for Sisiailits, Sayni &riMills
mechanics' Foundry and Machine Co.
MIKE K4OVV1...E13. BEN !RUES.
N. Plums 1023
214 Washington St. -••• • • Paducah. Ky.
McCLAIN ROGE.RS
Coptractors for Painting and Paper flanging
Prices Reasonable All Work Guaranteed
Bvttla P litmus 4.11451
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
Green Houses 50,000 Feet of Glass
Choice Cut Roses, per dozen —  _...81.00Carastions, per dozen .. ......  I. • --_ .50
Cyclamens and Primroseain bloom, pot plants.
Amaral work and decorations a epecialty. - We have the largest line
of Pot Plants in the city. Write for our 190e . ttalogue. Free de-
------,---„keery In eny part of the city.
unamimonmonge 
LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
Is teentih•ver structure Over East
River, New York,
New York, March 19.—The great
,antiltetes structure over the East
river, known as the Blackwell island
bridge, which was constructed at a
eost of nearly $25,000,000. was tra-
versed its entire length by pedestrians
Work on the bridge was com-
menced in 1961, and has been carrieS
on constantly since that time. When
completed the bridgee will be the
:arg( st cantilever structure ia the
world. , it will be double decked and
8,449 feet in length. The length or
the main span is 1,152 feet between
towers.
DeWitt's Little Earley Meters, small,
safe, sure little liver pills. Sold by' all
Druggists.
----bene43-a-inten-wito-boya cham-
pagne on a beer income." "How can
he do it." "He's a brewer."—Louis-
e Courlerelournal
W. B. PARRISH
• JE,WELER. 
Repairing A Specialty
522 Broadway Paducah, Ky.
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .* .*
•
For the cupboard aid medicine
chest there is aothisg superior
1111111Maralles 
NOW is the TIME
to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for
O - spring and summer use. We clean
all stoves and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of $1.
Repairs extra. Stoves called for
and delivered free.
•
• • • •
• • • •
Paducah Light & Power Co.
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DETAILS SLOWLY
COME TO LIGHT
Conference Between Roosevelt
Simpers and Low.
(44.1h101.1. Preters to 1,et sairritiset
!Sealed Wither 1 (WI( I
Strike Wesepuee.
DISAGREE ABOUT THE 1110Vt:OTT.
WimbIngton. March 19 —Details of
the conference held between Seth Los
of New York, president of the CiVit
Federation, and Samuel Gompers
presideut of the AnsetScan Federatioe
of Labor, which are slowly coming le
light, Indicate that labor is not yet
committed to legislation about to hI
urged by PresId..lit Roosevelt aluns
the linee reesonmended by the (Sly!.
Federation. That there',., a (CR' renc.
of opinion that threatens to oeerturn
the program was learned from author-
itative sources. Low is said to have
returned to New York much discour
aged.
Officials of the American Federation
of Labor are said to be withholding
their support from the I.rogram be-
cause the president feels that he can-
not indorse legletation which would
legalise trade boycotts by labor unions
The provision of the proposed bill
exempting labor organisations from
operations Of the Sherman anti-trust
law teas the medium through white)
It %Va. intended to secure full JD-
dortiflipevt bjr  -the-Amerienn Fedora-
lion of Labor.
At a conference at the wh:te house
which Gompers attended, it appears
that organized labor was in complete
accord with the program of the Civic
Federation. Later, however, Gompers
conferred with associates In the Am-
erlean Federation and the con,ensus
of opinion was that the president in
hat messa-gio to congress should recog-
nise the right of orgawased labor to
withhold its trade from the covc:rn
whose manner of tonducting ifs busi-
ness inimical to organized labor.
It Is said the president would not
agree to this. It is aW.d that Gem-
tiers would prefer that the Stterman
anti-trust Lawn sh•Juld continue to ap-
ply to labor -unions rather than coils
sent to a program which might effect-
ually. stifle for all time the use of the
boycott as a weapon.
Meantime the pres:lbent's ideas in
regard to the proposed message urg-
ing a general relief measure, accord-
ing to persons who have discussed
the subject with him, have undrgone
a change. It the message is sent to
congress it will ,not be until after the
=-- -1' '
TRE PAiitTatIf EVENING SUN
HA RBO U
SPRING MILLINERY OPENING
Friday and Saturday, March 20 and 21
IT is a showing of superbly rich, attractive millinery
creations. Beautiful hats, artistically trimmed,
chosen with rare skill, every hat the work of an artist.
Pleasing combinations, great variety. No two hats
are alike. All priced at prices to Make it to every-
body's interest to buy here. This store's millinery
leadership will be pre-eminently greater during the
Spring of 1908 than ever before. ••
•• •••• ••••
WZDNESDAT, MARCH HI 1
•
Every/ode cordially itrvited to attend on open-
ing days. Bring your friends phase.
HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE
North Third Street
Just Off fbroadway
:"Ivie Fed, 1., on's _bill has been in-. •'Eighteen Republican Senators Must
This bin will be offered in the house
lest week by Repreisentative lIe1ib,jrn Face Election by Legislatures.
11 IOWA The. president has not found
A senator who approves the theasure.,
ieu whom be is will:ng to place the '
rodueed.
sponsibility of championing the meas.
'4IV in the upp.r body. The.refore the
bill is not. to be Introdut4 simultane
-
susly ti Isith branches of congreos. It
will di, pend upon the fate of the bill
11 the house whether it reaches
 the
senate at al!.
Tobacco Tenants Going South.
Eininense, Ky.. March 19.---Con-
cert of a-Okin on the part of local to-
bw.co tenants to migrate southward
:s Deco:Ong more than noticeable at
thts point-at this time.- -- -
Eight tenants !eft here this morn-
ing to go to Alabama, and it is under-
stcod that otters and their families
will follow. This new move is being
exper!enced throughout the entire bur-
ley district.
Stott earned from $5AO310 to $75.
0.00 .a year by his pen for several
years. For_eleven novels and nine
volumes of tales he received $550.-
000. •
Washington. March 19.—Eighteen
it. pub:Iran senators must submit
their claims for re-e:ection to legisla-
tures that will be chosen this year.
Most of them either will succeed them
tolv•-s or be succeeded by (.ther Re-
punlicans in all likellho. 1 But It is
said that not in many eas have so
many senators had serious opposition
in their own party to their return.
.Ankelly. of Washing:on. has strong
oppesfecn at holm; so "as Fulton, of
Oregon: Senator Fordlers M11411611
in Ohio is so well known as to need
on:, reference. The Churchill fac-
tion in New Hampshire is actively on
the tral: of Senator Oa:Unger, and it
has the support of the national WI-
nitnAratIon, which has been trying
to tretp the Churchill crowd. Senator
Bansbrough. of North Dakons face
s
a close fight within his own party.
He is eharged at home with being a
corporation senatos, though, curiously
enough, Washington has regarded
him as desidedly of the progressi%,.
"lass ..n hls- resord here. Kittreits..•
of South Mauna.- 'is another mail
whose toga is sought by the chief ex-
ecutive of his state. Governor Cols
,
ford is making a great caniteill:n
the state.
Oppuelekee tot Smoot Gal 
Senator Platt, of New York  11.
sald recently. isesed whether 1
eaueetecl :sr be a cand.date for
other term, .that he had not
sitst HOS-e'rer, there :
no expectation that he eft:: be 'a 
facto.
in the Empire state situation. r.
,
Pol)gamy quessitiu Is bring Ft's Vi"
in ("rah and with a vigor which sug-
gests that that state is - to de-
ve•lop Pit., soniChing Ake a pe-nia
nsn• cenditios Of inch and anti-
church piit es. with the Ropinlitat;.
allied with the Mormons, rte eels.
!Ilion to Sneed Is gain leg growl 2.
aecording to resent report, and Re-
publii•an. In the state are mu, it
Se.'.... fruit) II' h. III II.
r .41
st.‘”istor St, otter .on. of Wisc./111%ln.
1. f a-Par:Iv/ate for an
.,ti-,, r : t, ir el* it Ott he,t
;1 -., -11p1.:14,1! Ity he OPPOilt.Ell..:
ro • r th.: istiesp!red part of
s. rator terns two years
.So ensin nian likes the
btooto and his frit:nth have gath
. /es' that he is likely- lb rus asain.
If he 00eP he la. likely to win, as he
he stronger now than before and
tio conthinat!on could be arranged ts
•lefeat Mtn UP•St year.
Senator Long. of Kane's. has 10. lielne fop- others Is an imperative
fight on hand %Well Is tritort.d to be t h abet Me
- .
i
grow in g noise determined mvuth by
mouth. W.. R. Stubbs. inUllouairr.
1)0:Metall and boos. Is mit for the
' place red --so is .t- J.. Bristow: former
tieisistant postmaster general Thefight on long is based uti du, charge
*that he has been too 'good a friend in
the corporations and Kansas does net
sant that mart of thing .
Alderson t ••notry for Taft.
1.awteneeburg. Ky March 19 -
rha'rmen T. J Ballard, of this e:ty.
toss Isseeed a call fur a nieetine of the
E!gbth dIstrIet committee to b.. 1,1d
te•pi. Thursday aftirnoon for the par-
pew of determining the _time and
manner-of seer: ing our eleetoc too
!dela/liens. asg two alternates to be
Inin-Vossesubas 4„-aleo--11--fitg.te•-
• Wait eotunikteesnan will be 'elect-
s& Alin,' it ass not in 'the call it is
'thought that the time apd manner of
selestitie • 1110Vilibee gor etragrems wit
hie elisposi..1 of. The Hun. W.. 0
Bradlee., senator-elect. 'will be here In
:the illherest of Fairbanks for presi-
de ti! ratio Is a oolong TAP 4 With
Ill, re will WWI) he a warmn
tight
-14011-1110•1111•2 -̂ill 
Novelties and Dress Accessories
Tiii announcement would be incomplete without •
an eothintinatic refereooe to the display we make of
those thousand and one little things which add effect-
iveness to Milady's toilette-the Anthony Belt, the
Anthony Bag, Merry Widow Neckweor, Merry Widow
Bolts. Foncy Collar,. New 11w:hinge, Chamois Gloms.
Belt nos and many other thing, which you will like.
In
A STYLE EXPOSITION
Of Extreme  interest
TOMORROW-THE STYLE 
STORE will make its first display of the
prevailing modes for Spring 1908, and the new things 
shown in
every department will indeed be a revelation of the beaut
iful and timely.
There are three qualifications which every bit of mercha
ndise which comes
into our store must fulfill before it is given place: Th
e QUALITY must
be unimpeachable, the STYLE up to the very minute
 and the PRICE
reasonable and as low, or lower, than our competitors. N
ever in our his-
tory have we been so perfectly satisfied that all thes
e qualifications lave
been met. The only thing which lacks now is your c
onfirmation of our
judgment and we know that if you are among those present
 tomorrow we
shall have that, too. We shall be delighted to have yo
b come and bring
your friends. .*
• • • • • • - •
• • • • • • • • • 
• •
In the Suit Department
One of the most attractive offerings in the
Suit Department is the Madam Butterfly Sui
t, a
style shown exclusively by us, and thin are
also a host of other beautiful models, the m
ost
extreme as well as the most oonservative sty
les.
An fabric, there is a proftialon of the new 
Ele-
phant and Smoke shade* of gray and tan.
Dress Goods Department
In the Dress Goods irepartnaeut wese cer-
tainly sustaining_the r.tation which this i
tore-
has for years borne among critioal ladies of 
Pa-
ducah and Western Kentariy. Dress Goods are
, one of our specialties and you have a
 right to calmest
from tie the most complete sort of di
splay in new
tangs. The display embraces innum
erable varia-
tions of the colors which have ca
ught on for this
spring's wear -Copenragan Moira, Electric Blu
es,
Browns, Taos. In the ultra-farhtonabi
e Smoke and
Elephant shades which predomloate. Fabric
s- are
Voiles, Pennines, Batistes and Serv
es.
The Dainty 'New- S
Every fashion piper you pick up is full of,
delighted comment on the rough silks which are
to be worn's° much this spring, and probably at
no other store in Paducah will you find such 'an
extensive display of them from which to make
your choice. There are the new Rajah Silks in
-Hi I shades, Tussah Silks in the worsted effect,
Pringe'es in all shades, as well as the smocth and
Instrous Satin and Silk finish Foulards.
Wash Goods for Spring
This Wash Galls display of 011/ 8 is a matter of
*special pride with" us, for we have been preparing
for it for many months. There le a vast abowing of
• an tht prevailing novelties-the French Organdies,
Initicy Drees Lineal', the bordered Nouveaute, Chif-
fon Lisse and Imported Mutates. The designers
have fairly outdone themselves this spring in the
matter of colorings and the new effects will e'er-
taint), price themselves a revelation.
,9•
•
cc-0-
tio-r
See the tiindoo Magician 
Madam Rhea" will• perform some brand
new feats of ilindoo magic tomorrow. There
will be four performances every day this
Week: At 11 S. tu., 2.30, 3:30 and 4:30 p.
m. You are cordially invited to come and
bring the children; they sill enjoy her mysti-
fying work.
# •
a
